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If you wonder what has happened to your nation and
the world, friends, LOOK AROUND YOU AND AT
THOSE YOU THOUGHT TO BE WORKING IN
LIGHTED GOODNESS (AND STILL CLAIM
SAME) WHILE SERVING SATAN IN ALL HIS
ANTICS.—GCH, 9/30/00
TRUTH SURFACES FROM 13 YEARS AGO
At a meeting held in Tehachapi, California almost
13 years ago (a one-quarter turn of the 52-year
“wheel”), a whole bunch of beans were spilled but it
seems few if any at the time could really understand
what was going on. From my perspective at the time,
for example, I had no focus whatsoever on the
monetary/financial aspects of the Mission, as I was
completely overwhelmed by the spiritual teachings.
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One year before this meeting I had taken a personal
“vow of poverty” following a personal bankruptcy and
at that time, I decided to simply “let go and let God”
use my life energies.
Yes, I recall a whole bunch of “James Bond” type
of associations with ones such as Ronn Jackson, Bo
Gritz (the original “Rambo”) and one, Gunther
Russbacher—all of which seemed to amount to
NOTHING. With that as background, it has been
VERY REVEALING to go back over the information
so freely provided for our use over almost two decades
throughout which Commander Hatonn conveyed his
teachings through Doris Ekker.
As you are about to discover, there is quite a bit
of information contained in some of the old meeting
tapes in addition to the many, many writings. It seems
incredible now, how Doris just whipped out a new
200-page Phoenix Journal every 3 weeks or so, on
average—in addition to all the face-to-face meetings
when Commander Hatonn would speak through her
voice-box. If nothing else, the sheer prodigious nature

of the output covering such a wide variety of
meaningful information, all in TRUTHFUL
presentation, provides confirmation that there was
more than “just Doris” behind these communications.
The meeting from which the following transcript
has been made was UNUSUAL, to say the least.
Almost invariably, by the time Doris sat down she had
already gone through her relaxation and self-hypnosis
so that the powerful, confident voice of Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn would greet the meeting participants. In
this case, however, as EJ notes at the start of the tape,
there’s just Doris sitting there and no sign of the
Commander’s presence.
In HINDSIGHT, it seems this may have been a
set-up, in which EJ Ekker was caused to put on the
record of a BOARD MEETING (presumably for all
Mission-related corporations), in his own voice, his
personal involvement with a MAMMOTH (1.4 million
tons) gold transaction, documenting the fact that he
was to earn a rather large personal commission upon
success. The commission was apparently never paid,
(Continued on page 2)
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and that just might be the reason WHY EJ Ekker now
claims total personal ownership and control over ALL
assets related to Commander Hatonn’s earthly
Mission, which has always been presented as existing
FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL PEOPLE.
With that introduction, we’ll jump into the
meeting starting at about the 10-minute mark, where
Doris introduces a very REVEALING letter received
from Rayelan Russbacher and entreats EJ to read it
into the record. All bolding is MY EMPHASIS. My
comments are in square braces and bold italics.

sentence out of CONTACT—out of context to use in
the court document. So, I know what we’re up against
and I wonder always, well, maybe if WE kept secrets,
it would be safer and easier for US. But I guess NOT
and I don’t think that—for TWO reasons: I believe that
Rayelan has a right to be heard; she came back, things
are very bad as near as we know, Gunther is in JAIL. I
don’t know whether this is, uh, because of clandestine
operations, or if—I don’t KNOW what it is.
[RK: So, what was the SECOND reason? The
identification of certain “clandestine operations”,
perhaps? If so—and it certainly seems to be so—this
has been accomplished in absolutely the most
SUBTLE of manners BUT ON THE RECORD.]
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Well, he got the date right but his batteries ran
down. [laughter, background comments]
Well, I realize that I’m married to him and so
it’s—a little biased but I don’t know how he puts up
with it. I really do not know how he’s made it—I—
. [background noises, EJ clears throat]
[EJ:] I guess I can answer that question: it comes
from, uh, what she gives me lots of—perspiration.
[much laughter]
[Doris:] Well, it’s totally inspiring. [more
laughter and comment from the audience, could be
Brent Moorhead’s voice: “… inspiring?”]
PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT OF 10/10/94 MEETING
[EJ:] This starts off with “Epilog”. [clears throat]
Maybe that’s the way it SHOULD start off. [EJ
941010-1a: 10’05”-14’26”
begins reading the letter from Rayelan
[DORIS:] This one just came this morning Doris Ekker regarding having EJ Ekker read Russbacher:]
and this is the most distressing thing I have Rayelan Russbacher’s letter into the record:
“Trying to figure out what’s going on, I
received in—I don’t know when. It is from
a few of my contacts and told them that
“It gets a little embarrassing because EJ, you called
Rayelan Russbacher and it is a many-page
I thought Gunther had been SET UP.
catch-up on the TRUE STORY of her and— know, is the RIP-OFF ARTIST. But that’s Someone had told him he was reactivated.
and Gunther, and how [pause] the CONTACT why I think we need to do it.”
Someone had told him to check into a hotel.”
and us are actually proprietary organizations
[someone in the audience asks to turn up the
I know that Kurt Waldheim [RK: Austrian volume]
for the CIA. Well, I want to tell you, they are the
lousiest paymasters I have EVER run into. [laughter] Secretary General of the United Nations from 1972
Do we have a problem?
to 1981, deceased June 14, 2007] is INVOLVED
[RK: Just kidding?]
[Doris:] They can’t hear.
You struggle along, and you struggle along and, WITH THEM. Uh, let’s, Ed Cleary is not back, is he.
[EJ:] Ummm [squawking sound, louder] That
and the meanest thrust in here is that we somehow did And Mike [Blinston] isn’t here, either, is he.
improve the volume? [audience voices: “yah”, “yes”]
[Unidentified voice:] No. No.
them in over, after they got into Austria. What
[EJ clears throat] Thank you for letting me know.
[Doris:] Well, since both of them are so mentioned [clears throat again]
happened was, they called and they had one, one night
they needed guaranteed in this hotel—that was $750 in here, I hate to, to go on or, with this little STORY but
“Someone had told him to check into a hotel.
a night, for ONE ROOM. And there were, like, 4 sometimes the only sanity you’ve GOT is that other Someone had told him to wait until he was picked up.
ROOMS being used. And, us, I don’t, I don’t want to people ARE INVOLVED and they are witnessing But WHO had set him up?
just sit and call somebody a LIAR but I want to tell what goes on. And first of all, we were accused of,
“One of the telephone calls Gunther made after he
you, there’s some things in here, I can even go and of closing HIS CIA credit card. [laughter, sounds like had been reactivated was to the Foreign Ministry. He
say, “Well, I can’t prove that Commander is not with Rick Martin getting the best laugh]
told the minister he’d been reactivated and was afraid
the CIA.” HE may be with the KGB, I don’t—you
14’26”-17’15”
he’d have to give up his Austrian citizenship. The
know. I know He comes in a LIGHT and I don’t
[redacted: more about the credit card charges; minister said, ‘Whatever you do, don’t give up that piece
HAVE to do THAT part of this discernment. But I Gunther “has gone bonkers” and become a “total of paper.’ Gunther said he didn’t think Austria would
DO KNOW that Gunther has told people that, about alcoholic”; attempted military take-out of either allow him to serve in the American Navy and still
10 years ago, I had some dental work done and, and Gunther or Doris and EJ, “whoever got to that part of keep his Austrian citizenship. The minister told him
the reason that I receive, and I receive from the ones the freeway first” (interesting, surely, but a distraction that if the U.S. didn’t object, neither would Austria.
that I’m intended to receive from—because of these from the flow otherwise)]
“I mentioned all of this to my friend, who had
17’15”- 39’43”
implants in my teeth.
been in Navy Intelligence but was now retired and
[Doris:] My head just REELS with this stuff. I involved in the Patriot Movement. He agreed that it
Now, I would, uh, I would maybe check my teeth a
little more carefully, but as Princeton knows, he and I can’t—and I think ALL of you need to know and hear sounded like someone HAD set Gunther up but he
just get white-knuckled, and we sit and we hold hands her [Rayelan Russbacher’s] side—and then let’s wasn’t sure it was the American government. He said
and promise each other that if there’s ever enough discuss it because this is really—THIS IS GOOD it sounded more like the AUSTRIANS didn’t want
money, we’re going to the dentist. [laughter] It has been STUFF! [light laughter]
him to go back to the United States.
Do you want to read it, EJ, so I save my voice for
TWENTY-FOUR YEARS since I have been to a
“I then received a call from another former Navy
DENTIST, so I did NOT get tooth implants some 10 Commander, or—somebody else, or—? [pause, sound Intelligence officer, who I KNEW wasn’t retired. I
of a chair sliding]
years ago. Now, I KNOW that to be UNTRUE.
quickly ran down what had transpired. I didn’t watch
It gets a little embarrassing because EJ, you what I said because Gunther had told me that I didn’t
And I don’t know, I guess maybe I, I would have
to hear from ones in the room. We can have a break know, is the RIP-OFF ARTIST. But that’s why I know ANYTHING that the whole intelligence world
in a little while. Do, do you want to do business first think we need to do it. I—. [NO LAUGHTER, didn’t ALREADY know. I said I had been told by
and, and, let’s talk about some of these things, maybe background voices, paper shuffling]
another operative that Gunther never went to
[RK: “EJ, you know, is the RIP-OFF ARTIST.” Cambodia in February.
share this letter? It’s going to HAVE TO BE
DONE, and if we do it all right here—the one thing Most everyone, myself included at the time, probably
“The man quickly replied, ‘Yah, I knew that. He
that Commander has ALWAYS done and I’ve thought Doris was simply being sarcastic. At this went to The Farm.’
wondered why in the World He does it because then, point, EJ is “ON THE SPOT” big-time. Throughout
“‘The Farm’ was a CIA installation in Virginia
when we are confronted, it’s all OUT THERE for our the following commentary, watch what he tries to where briefings, debriefings, programming and other
enemies and everybody ELSE to use. And boy, they AVOID, pay close attention to Doris’ comments top-secret operations were conducted. I had been told
along the way and remember, this is a BOARD this by my first contact. Gunther had been
haven’t missed a THING.
[RK: As you can see, I’m not about to take MEETING. If you get the chance, listen to the programmed at The Farm to believe he had been in
anything out of context.
The context is audio tape for yourself and you will witness how Cambodia. Gunther still believes he went to
IMPORTANT to establishing what was really going hurriedly Mr. Ekker reads through some sections Cambodia and saw his two best friends killed.
and how he just can’t seem to find “the bad stuff”
“My second contact said, ‘They can do anything
on in this BOARD MEETING.]
at The Farm. If they needed a firefight, they could
Out of three days of depositions, they pick one Doris asks that he reads into the record.]
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have staged one, either real or in the theater. With the enough gold to Austria to create a gold standard needed to be purchased was MAMMOTH. It didn’t
drugs, hypnosis and electrodes in his brain, they can for the new European Community, as well as the start out that way but before you can turn over twice,
make him believe anything.’
it’s, it’s BIG! Now what are you gonna do?
United States.”
“‘What about his two friends: do you think they
Well, Commander at that point asked them to
[Doris:] Now, I want to say something HERE. I,
are alive or do you think they were killed in front of I am going, whatever I’m going to say, just know that contact Gunther because he HAD resources in the
him to make him believe his programming?’ I asked. it’s, it’s all I HAVE—this is all I’ve been FED, this National Bank of Austria. Would he please check and
“‘It doesn’t make sense that they would kill two is all I’ve been TOLD.
see if they were interested in that gold—that there
highly trained officers. More than likely they moved
White Robe was something set up, uh, by Mike were a lot of things going on. And um, and they
them into loops that never connect with Gunther. Of [Blinston, the special-ops guy], to handle the needed to have a single purchaser and the, the amount
course, they could have killed them. Nothing is out of Philippine transaction that started out as a Philippine just kept SKYROCKETING. And all of you will
the question with these guys.’
lady. Now, you have to know that Mike is married to remember that Commander laughed and said that He
“I then changed the subject and asked him why he a Philippine lady, Willy, and she’s just delightful and could put that gold on the bottom of the ocean if it got
thought CONTACT had turned against Gunther.
she comes from one of the, quote, higher-ranking tampered with. Well, as far as we KNOW it did NOT
“He answered quickly, without a hesitation, ‘They families in the Philippines. And I don’t know by what get tampered with and it didn’t get sent to the bottom
were TOLD to.’
of the ocean.
Doris Ekker prefacing her remarks with
“‘By whom?’ I asked.
It did, eventually, get brought into
“‘Well, if I wanted to know, I’d look at regard to the MAMMOTH Philippines gold Langley, Virginia and—part of it, at least—
who’s giving the orders.’ I knew he meant transfer and the COMMISSIONS involved: and put into our coffers, waiting to establish a
Gunther’s boss, the one who was a large
gold standard. Now that has CHECKED
contributor to the Phoenix Institute. I had already “I’m going to interrupt along the way, so, if he OUT. Uh, and it checked out that Gunther DID
been told that the boss had been feeding Doris heads for me, everybody protect ME.”
know the people in the Austrian bank and
and EJ misinformation about Gunther and it now
Austria said, “Yes, sir, we’ll take it, every bit of
seemed like he might have been feeding Gunther and route they first got in touch with the woman that has it.” Well, now, Austria would not have those kind of
me misinformation about EJ and Doris. Why would quite a lot of what, what I refer to as the El Dorado resources for the amount of GOLD being talked about.
he want to turn the CONTACT against Gunther, I gold—or the stash left by our ancestors for use Now, this was not coming to Commander and it
asked?
TODAY, for us to get a remnant through and I, I’m wasn’t coming to Mike and it wasn’t coming to
“‘There are a lot of reasons. He could want to not even going to pretend I know anything about that. Gunther but, on all of these transactions there are
keep Gunther in jail to keep him alive. He could have I just know that the NAME, White Robe, was set COMMISSIONS.
sold out to the Mossad. He could have sent Gunther up as an identification for THOSE [RK: “El
[RK: Conspicuous by its absence is the name of
on a mission and is using the jail as a cover.’
EJ Ekker in the above list. At today’s price for gold
Dorado”-type] early gold transactions.
“I had already been told by my Philippine contacts
So, when this SECOND one came along, that the 1.4 million tons would be worth over $30 trillion.
that Gunther and Kurt Waldheim were in the lady ended up with tuberculosis and is, I assume, A 5% commission, for example, would come to $1.5
Philippines.
hospitalized, waiting. So, she’s still THERE. That trillion.]
“Concluding thoughts. I have presented the story whole transaction, for all of you who have waited like
So, it was ONLY commissions we were talking
as I …”
WE have, is—that is still a very VALID THING but about and THEY kept getting bigger and bigger and
[Doris:] I, I’m going to interrupt along the it is not what we’re talking about now. Although— bigger until you don’t even want to hear about them
way, so, if he heads for me, everybody protect ME. it, it sprang—where Gunther came into it is—it kind because, oh, my, that’s not what we NEED and, and
[laughter]
of sprang out of that. Um, through those certainly we don’t need the INDIGESTION that goes
[RK: Well, the audience laughed—but was resources—part of them over in the Philippines, along with, with a world in turmoil. And if they’ll go
Doris really JOKING? When you see the VALUE of part of them just—and this is a fact in the, in the and set up a military operation in Haiti against some,
this transaction and understand the COVERT nature Intelligence Community [RK: How would Doris, some literally primitive, uh, tribes people, what will
of EJ Ekker’s gold and money operations—perhaps who does not use the word “fact” loosely, KNOW they do to US?
there is some truth to the statement that “Much truth that it was “a fact in the Intelligence Community”—
Well, apparently, they’re not gonna do very
is spoken in jest.”]
possibly through EJ?]—uh, we’re told that there much to Commander except try to discredit Him.
Number one, his “Philippine contacts” are Mike was some other gold there that needed to be [RK: Yes, just as the overlay of the “Jonur” writings
[Blinston, identified elsewhere as a ‘former Navy Seal’ RELEASED—and it, it as near as I can tell is is being used right now to try to discredit
or special-ops person] and Ed [retired Roman Catholic Imelda Marcos and the Philippine, uh, entourage of Commander Hatonn. THIS FOOLISH PLAN
Father, Ed Cleary], and, and their contacts, so it’s the Marcos family and it’s Japanese gold that was SHALL NOT SUCCEED, HOWEVER.] Now, we’ve
[pause]
put there out of the war, the Second World War. learned THAT. And we’ve learned it, what I consider
[Unidentified female:] Excuse me.
[RK: For clarification: The gold that “needed to the HARD way. Somehow we keep getting the fire
[Doris:] Yes.
be released” was, according to Commander Hatonn, sticks thrown at us but it doesn’t quite burn us up; it
[Unidentified female:] Is this from Rayelan?
the 1.4 million tons transferred out of the Philippines just hurts a lot. And uh, so there’s where we came
[Doris:] Yes. It came to Audrey’s daughter, in 1993-1994, as referenced in the last issue. And with the, with the situation with the Austrian bank and
Laurie. Laurie has always been the go-between with since I am interrupting: I do not know if this is the Austrian gold. And Gunther got right into it with
them—they … [pause]
“tons” or “tonnes”; the difference is that a metric BOTH feet—and so, I think that’s probably, that’s
[EJ:] “Concluding thoughts.”
tonne is 1,000 kilograms, 10% MORE than a ton. enough for—until we get to the next paragraph or so.
[Unidentified female:] “I hope Laurie’s alright.” “Operation White Robe” was NOT the transfer of the [loud laughter]
[Doris:] I think Laurie’s alright, too! [pause, light 1.4 million tons but seems to refer to another deal
[EJ:] I have an observation about this meeting—
laughter] Probably works for the CIA! But [trails off, altogether—which did not, apparently, fall into place. and that is that all of these lovely people didn’t travel
light laughter]
The transfer of the 1.4 million tons was SUPPOSED all these zillions of miles to hear me read something
[EJ:] “I have presented the story as I have seen to earn someone(s)—INCLUDING GCH and from Rayelan Russbacher and you to try to explain
it. I know it is complicated and it doesn’t have the apparently EJ Ekker as well—some commissions, what she’s talkin’ about. So, it, it would be really
neat resolution that novels have. The story is still which apparently were never paid.]
nice if you’d get the Commander so we could go on
unfolding. The main reason I took the time to write
Now that, that could be wrong, too, but that’s with the REAL meeting. [light laughter]
this is to let people know that there is more going on what we were told, and—. But they didn’t have
[RK: How very convenient, however, that all of
than is reported. I know Gunther is working on anybody with enough deep pockets to purchase the this was read into the record of a BOARD
Operation White Robe. It involves returning full amount of gold. And the amount of gold that MEETING—BY EJ EKKER. Remember, please,
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that at the start of this session Doris said this might was causing Gunther too many problems. Another fax
[Doris/GCH:] Get some glasses!
be a little EMBARASSING for EJ and then used told me that I should grow up and stop complaining
[EJ:] “which has happened. He is the only one
Rayelan’s words to call him a RIP-OFF ARTIST. about things that I didn’t understand. I was told to who knows and I can only pray that his mind will be
And then she asked for the audience to PROTECT shut up or leave.
restored once the alcohol and drug trichotamine [There
her if EJ should come after her. Was this all “JUST
“While Gunther was awaiting HIS trial, EJ is no such drug but can’t be sure of the spelling?] is
KIDDING AROUND” as the audience seemed to Ekker forbid me to go to Austria.
out of his system. [more audible exhalation from
think at the time?]
[RK: Although at this point on the tape EJ Doris]
[Doris:] Well, why don’t you just read it then, I’ll makes a sound indicating he would like to rebut the
“The above version is true, to the best of my
be quiet. [laughter] And we’ll have another meeting comment, I believe we have established that EJ knowledge. I don’t have a newspaper like EJ and
after the meeting. [light laughter]
Ekker WAS CALLING AT LEAST SOME OF THE Doris have. I can’t continue to defend us and explain
[EJ:] I will read one or two more pages, just … SHOTS and was involved in all of this up to his their attacks. I need to devote my time to raising $810
[Doris:] Well, I want you to read the BAD eyeballs, just as Rayelan’s comment indicates.]
to pay Gunther’s hotel bill, so he can be released. I
also need $2,000 to keep my phone turned
PART over there where it talks about “us”
Doris
Ekker
attempting
to
direct
EJ
Ekker
to
[another audible exhalation from Doris] on. I
because this is what I want people to know. I
don’t, we are not runnin’ around HIDING read the most pertinent part of the letter from don’t have the time or the money to continue
anything. And I think it goes about, into the Rayelan: “I want you to read the BAD PART rebutting the CONTACT’s slanderous lies.
“All I can ask is that you be as patient as
fourth page, before …
over
there
where
it
talks
about
‘us’
because
the farmer and wait until God gets through
[RK: Doris directs EJ to read after page 4
with it before you judge us. You have my
but he insists on continuing to read from within this is what I want people to know.”
the first 4 pages. Later, instead of reading from
permission to copy this and distribute it. Thank
just after page 4, he jumps all the way to page 9 and
“I called Gunther’s boss and asked his advice. He you for keeping an open mind.” [several seconds
then page 14, allowing an unidentified female in the told me, do what my husband said. Gunther told me pause] If I recall, that other stuff was back around
page 9 or 10?
audience to “misdirect” him. It does not appear to to come to Austria.
“I have no idea why EJ, Doris and the
[BM:] Yah, I think it was at 9.
ME that he ever got to “the BAD PART”.]
[Unidentified female:] Page 9, fourth paragraph
[EJ:] I’ll have to finish the Epilog because she, Commander have turned against Gunther and me. It
could be one of the Commander’s ‘lessons in down.
it’s kind of a summary. [clears throat]
[EJ:] Alright, we’ll start on—about there, then
“This operation will destroy the Federal discernment’. It could also be that Gunther has served
Reserve paper money scheme, not only in the his part and is no longer needed. I don’t know the [several seconds pause]
reason and I know that no one else knows either.
[Unidentified female:] And then on page 14
United States but around the world.
“There are things that I do know. I know that [inaudible] the last page was a goody, too.
[RK:
Well, that operation concluded
[RK: Remember, Doris said “the BAD PART”
SUCCESSFULLY and it DID NOT destroy the Gunther is now an alcoholic. He came back from
Federal Reserve System. It seems entirely probable Cambodia as one. He was better when he was was after the fourth page. Instead, EJ refers to “that
that this MAMMOTH gold transaction is THE released in August from the Austrian prison but after other stuff” as “way back around page 9 or 10” and
REASON the U.S. economy did not go “T.U.” long four heart attacks he’d been drinking to help the pain. an unidentified female conveniently confirms that for
It may have helped the pain but he soon became him, allowing him to skip over at least four pages. I
before now.]
“I also know that another, even larger totally dependent on alcohol. He was still rational don’t know about YOU but I’d like to see the entire
operation is going on that will change the face of most of the time. Then his ex-wife showed up and he piece. If any readers availed themselves of a copy
and can still locate it, please feel free to share.]
the world forever but I have no idea what that was never the same.
“One of our friends taught me some ‘trigger
[EJ:] Alright. [clears throat, resumes reading
operation is.
[RK: I believe it is called “THE MISSION”—of words’ which I could use to bring him back to con, from Rayelan’s letter]
consciousness and keep him on track until we were
“At present, the Fed knows that its existence is
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn.]
“I DO know that the Haiti crisis is totally finished with our work. But even these trigger words threatened. The Fed also knows that CONTACT has
contrived by those who needed a cover, a reason to stopped working and he sank deeper and deeper into helped and supported Gunther and that Gunther is
put the United States military on alert status all around his own programmed world. In the days before I left one of the key men in the movement to destroy the
the world. In other words, as a result of the Haiti Austria, he was conscious of his surroundings about Fed and give control of our money back to the
crisis, military personnel and equipment can travel one hour a day. The rest of the time he just moved United States Treasury, if not to the individual states
themselves. To keep the CONTACT from further
freely anywhere on the U.S. or around the world using through the motions as if in a trance.
“I do not know what has happened to Gunther. I supporting Gunther, the Fed and its wholly-controlled
the cover of the Haiti crisis. I also know that we will
soon see many more resignations from Clinton and don’t know if he will ever be the same. But I DO government agencies such as the FBI, ATF, as well as
Clinton’s cabinet until Clinton’s administration is no know that he is NOT a criminal, nor did he have any the international agency, Interpol, could easily have
intention to defraud anyone. My husband has been targeted CONTACT. These agencies could have let
longer recognizable.
[RK: The “Haiti Crisis” is probably a reference used and discarded by the United States government key people at CONTACT know they were targeted, if
to the SILVER CERTIFICATES which ALSO for his entire life. It has been—it is my belief that he they didn’t cooperate.”
That must explain why Ed Young is so reticent
apparently constituted a valid claim against the U.S. has been used again and now that his part of the
these days. [laughter] Well, Ed Young will get a
Treasury and Federal Reserve. You DO remember mission is complete, he is discarded.
“I know of no human who has suffered as chance to respond to that in a little while. [more
U.S. armed forces going into Haiti, don’t you? And
the notorious involvement of one, John Negroponte, Gunther has suffered and I do not understand how a laughter]
“While CONTACT has a history of building up
who is STILL IN THE NEWS TODAY as the U.S. compassionate God can, a, continue to allow this to go
on. And I especially don’t understand how a heroes only to cut them down, the attacks on Gunther
Deputy Secretary of State?]
“Why do you think that the CONTACT has representative of God, as Commander Hatonn calls have been some of the most vitriolic and vile attacks
attacked us? I don’t know. I told Gunther over two himself, can view this situation and then publish the that CONTACT has ever launched at ANYONE. This
years ago that if we agreed to let CONTACT help us lies and distortions that the CONTACT has published. public attack against Gunther came out of nowhere
that they would eventually turn against us like they I will be very interesting, interested, to see how the and has caused many CONTACT readers to question
had against George Green, Bo Gritz, Ross Perot and Commander explains the, his way out of this one. the truthfulness of all the information printed in
several others. [moans and groans from the audience] [Doris exhales audibly, as she usually does when GCH CONTACT. Many CONTACT readers have stated that
“In January I began to get messages from takes over] I just hope he, Gunther, lives long enough they now are questioning the attacks that CONTACT
has launched on OTHER people, such as George
Commander Hatonn over my fax. I was told that I to explain it for himself …
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Green and Bo Gritz. Attacking Gunther was an act in done. I am NOT obligated to do MORE for you than picture and our studio and that does all of the things
the best interests of CONTACT. Why would to BRING IT TO YOU.
we need to do for the PROJECTS that we need to
CONTRACT [sic] CHOOSE to launch a continual
Just like Bob James might feel very bad that so-and- HAVE. And I specifically said, “All of the rest of it,
barrage of defaming attacks against a legend they so and so-and-so didn’t show up to his meeting. THAT you can do whatever you want to with it.”
helped create? The attacks against Gunther …
IS NOT HIS PROBLEM.
HE MADE
Now why would I DO THAT? Because in comes
[GCH:] Does everybody hear that? [answers ARRANGEMENTS, HE BROUGHT THE Ronn Jackson, he has MORE THAN THAT. AND
from the audience: “No”, “No.”]
SPEAKERS, HE PRESENTED THE TRUTH. HE’S THEY, OF THE COMMITTEE, HAVE AN
A “LEGEND that CONTACT helped create.” DONE HIS JOB—and if he wants to stop this day, I AGREEMENT WITH ME. Now, do I need to go
Commander’s HERE, so hello, and GREETINGS, all would applaud him for it, because YOU ones in this change my LABEL? For the CONTACT, possibly; for
of you! [audience: “GREETINGS, Commander!” room, for instance, THIS IS NOT YOUR JOB. And the stories I write, possibly; for the COMMAND, NO,
followed by a few seconds of applause]
taking this kind of BATTERING IS NOT YOUR JOB. THANK YOU. Hatonn/Aton has served me for the eons
I am the knight on the white horse! I’m going
So, I get from EVERYBODY IN THIS ROOM, of time and I don’t intend to change to suit Rayelan.
to rescue EJ. [much laughter] The damsel is
[As background to the following excerpt:
[GCH:]
What
I
said
to
EJ
was,
“I
want
MY
not in that much distress. [light laughter]
The Court had just ruled that the Overton gold
[RK: The “knight on the white horse” is share put into our corporations that have been (several hundred thousand dollars’ worth) should
GEORGE THE DRAGON SLAYER, that one prepared—and we don’t WANT $30 billion! DO go back to the donor; Atty. Horton told the press,
pictured on the Russian Coat of Arms, for
“Well, that just means it will go to Ekker.”]
NOT
EVEN
CONSIDER
SENDING
$30
instance—and the Dragon Slayer PUTS DOWN
21’53”-22’16”
BILLION ANYWHERE. But you WILL SEND
THE SERPENT.]
[GCH:] Say again? Ekker has NO PART.
I don’t blame him for not wanting to read the AMOUNT AGREED UPON.” And he will EKKER HAS NO PART IN THIS. THIS IS
it. There comes a time when your heart says, put it there as a hundred million dollars. That IS THE INSTITUTE!! Do you think that came
“Enough is enough is enough and I just don’t
from the Judge? The Judge can read: The
want to even listen to it.” Dharma is a typical NOT SO. It is JUST UNDER TWO BILLION. PHOENIX INSTITUTE versus—.
woman living in your world, in your time, in the But we were going to settle for $280 million.
[RK: This is MORE evidence to show
confusion, and “Somebody, PLEASE, come
that EJ Ekker HAD NO RIGHT
along and make it RIGHT.” And I find that SHE “Well, what the HELL IS my job?” [light laughter] WHATSOEVER in unilaterally taking control of
wants to defend ME. And I’m—bigger.
WE’RE GONNA TALK ABOUT IT. [more laughter] the Phoenix Institute for Research & Education—
Rayelan [pause] is in PAIN.
[pause]
And Dharma says, “Well, THANK GOODNESS.” or any of the other Mission-related corporations.
Commander HATONN has NEVER other than
[End transcription of 941011-1a]
These corporations DO NOT BELONG TO EJ
confronted directly anyone who might be a subject
EKKER. THEY WERE ESTABLISHED FOR
of any of my dissertations. I have confronted HER, Tape 941010-1b
THE BENEFIT OF ALL PEOPLE.]
I have confronted Gunther, I have confronted the
[0’0”-9’11” redacted: Commander Hatonn asserts
33’02”-33’41”
energy forms that infiltrate their very space.
that HE is not with ONI, CIA, etc.; says Larry King
[GCH:] It is already DETERMINED and it has
[39’43”-41’46” redacted for readability: had a meeting he will NEVER FORGET; denounces been MADE PUBLIC that AS YOU CHANGE
Commander Hatonn discusses the types of negative ones for treating Pleiades Travel as if it is a CIA YOUR MONETARY SYSTEM, GOLD WILL BE A
energies associated with Gunther Russbacher]
proprietary company; Gunther Russbacher is who he MINIMUM OF TWELVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
41’46”-43’47”
said he is—right out of the Habsburg Family, same AN OUNCE—MINIMUM! They’re going to try to
[GCH:] Dharma says, “Well, I just don’t double-headed eagle crest as the Romanovs; freeze it there or at fifteen hundred for a given period
understand where all of this GARBAGE could be Gunther Russbacher sent for his wife Peggy and his two of time, THEN THEY EXPECT IT TO TOP OUT AT
coming from.”
sons to come to Austria and what he put them through TWO THOUSAND, where they will HOLD IT
LISTEN TO IT.
is UNFORGIVABLE. What follows are excerpted, AGAIN. And quite frankly, it is PLANNED that it
All of you are welcome to a copy of this. I’m IDENTIFIED (time-wise) slices from tape 1b.]
will go to FIVE THOUSAND TO EIGHT
9’11”-12’15”
going to ask that it be PRINTED IN THE PAPER.
THOUSAND DOLLARS AN OUNCE.
I ALWAYS ask that the DERISIVE information be
[GCH:] I am Commander Gyeorgos Ceres
[End transcription of tape 941010-1b]
printed.
Hatonn and in my opinion that kind of behavior
[RK: I looked, perhaps not diligently enough, against CHILDREN is UNFORGIVABLE. He’s gotta
CONCLUSIONS
though, because I did not find Rayelan’s letter take it up with GOD. HE WAS GOING TO DUMP
printed in the following issue. WHY NOT? THIS IS $30 BILLION onto his SON’S account—and make
It’s hard to arrive at definitive conclusions without
REALLY, REALLY INTERESTING STUFF! THAT KID come back to New York to retrieve it. He being able to see the entire letter from Rayelan.
Actually, due to some kind of “overload”, the staff was out of his mind. And Rayelan’s going to say that Despite that handicap, we can observe:
was encouraged to take TWO WEEKS OFF right at EJ demanded that $30 BILLION be put into his • the 1.4 million ton gold transaction was successful;
this time. EJ Ekker certainly had a major account. Now you’re beginning to get an idea, • the commissions, including GCH’s share amounting
involvement with what was chosen for publication, though, the size of these commissions, aren’t you. to $280 million, were not paid.
notwithstanding the frequent protests that “EJ Ekker Well, that’s NOTHING—it’s at least TWICE that.
WHY THE DISCREPANCY between EJ
has NOTHING to do with the paper.” WHO FIRED It’s into the trillions, actually—JUST Ekker, who “will put it there as a hundred million
ED YOUNG? AND WHO (SUPPOSEDLY but COMMISSIONS.
dollars” and GCH, who says, “That is NOT SO. It
UNLAWFULLY) TERMINATED MY SERVICES?
What I said to EJ was, “I want MY share put is JUST UNDER TWO BILLION. But we were
Has the point been made?]
into our corporations that have been prepared— going to settle for $280 million”?
THIS, CONTACT, IS NOT “MY” PAPER. And and we don’t WANT $30 billion! DO NOT EVEN
Postulation: EJ Ekker was trying to claim
it will be less and less “my” paper. YOU ARE A CONSIDER
SENDING
$30
BILLION PERSONAL commissions separate from GCH.
WORLD IN TROUBLE. AND WHAT IS THAT ANYWHERE. But you WILL SEND the
I’m going to borrow Commander Hatonn’s voice
TROUBLE? YOU ARE COMING TO THE AMOUNT AGREED UPON.” And he will put it to make a concluding point about all of the foregoing.
CONFRONTATION OF THE AGES—and I am NOT there as a hundred million dollars. That IS NOT The POINT is that the Divine Plan has been VERY
one to go picking on little ladies.
SO. It is JUST UNDER TWO BILLION. But we WELL SERVED by the self interests of those who
My commission is to bring the TRUTH to you, so were going to settle for $280 million.
have attached themselves to it, even in cases where
that IF you choose to do anything about it on a
Now, that would make the day, wouldn’t it? they are part of the Intelligence Community and their
physical plane, you know what it is that needs to be We’d manage quite nicely: that does our motion COVERT motives have OPPOSED THE PLAN.
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all the time. On the OTHER hand, those same traps
ensure your security and protect you behind them.
Now, ones have been wanting to get at EJ and
Doris FOREVER here—they are the PRIME example.
They don’t have anything, THEY WON’T EVER
HAVE ANYTHING—and then they don’t have to
worry about it.
What is it that you want from your journey? Does
that mean that no one around them can have anything
simply because they seem to have gotten here first and
she is my speaker. NO. You can have GREAT
abundance; it depends on what you want. IF YOU
HAVE TO HAVE IT ALL—to be a “big shot”—
you’re going to be very, very sorry. If you handle that
which is gifted unto you—because it is ALL God’s;
that is BAD NEWS but it is ALL GOD’s. And if He
chooses through your labors to reward you, He
expects you to be stewards—of even the personal gift.

Do it right. I AM NOT AS NICE AS GOD TO
YOU. I am the Commander of one of the biggest
missions ever brought forth. It makes it HARD on
you ones who work with me. It most certainly makes
it incredibly difficult for you who function as my
hands and feet—until I can attend that myself.
[End transcription]

God can see the end from the
beginning and those who think their narrow
human focus can OUT-THINK GOD are
quite simply MISTAKEN.
940925-1a, 4’00”-4’57”
[GCH:] I don’t ask people to make a
decision whether I’m on YOUR side or
THEIR side or ANY SIDE. HEAR ME
WELL. I do not CONDEMN/CONDONE.
We have known ALL THE WHILE
that there are literal AGENTS among
us—Federal agents, from intelligence
forces, etc. Some of those are to
PROTECT, some are for gathering
information. IT DOES NOT MATTER,
DO YOU SEE! WE DO NOTHING
THAT WE CANNOT HAVE OUR
ENEMY WITH US. And when you go
into a court of law YOU DO NOT
HAVE TO lie, cheat and steal. TRUTH
will suffice.
In a writing from 9/24/93, Commander
Hatonn stated flatly: “THE EKKERS
HAVE NOTHING! … Nor shall they ever
be able to have anything.” He also said:
“The adversary came, murdered,
mutilated and ran away—WHILE
LEAVING HIS SPIES AND WORKERS
TO CONTINUE HIS SURVEILLANCE
AND DEEDS. So be it—GOD, TOO,
HAS A PLAN 2000!”
EJ EKKER CAUGHT IN A TRAP
OF HIS OWN MAKING
If you are not out there trying to selfishly
glean FOR SELF and can put that EGO
aside, you are going to be secure. If you
cannot do that, you’re going to be caught
IN A TRAP.—GCH 10/9/93
A year before this confrontation with
EJ Ekker, Commander Hatonn spelled
things out for any and all who would
participate in HIS program. IT IS A BIG
MISTAKE to glean for SELF.
Tape 931009-1a
42’45”-47’00”
You’re going to have to raise your level of
interrelationships and for goodness’ sakes, you’re
going to have to be discerning—because you can be
undone by the “friend” that claims to be your friend
and is not. But to make this work, there has to be
honor, integrity and trust. CAN YOU SEE how, by
having someone in your business arena who is not
REALLY your friend and what incredible damage
they can do to you?
Do you also see that if you have followed your
instructions and you DO YOUR JOB TO
PERFECTION, IT WILL HOLD right into a court of
law. If you are not out there trying to selfishly glean
FOR SELF and can put that EGO aside, you are going
to be secure. If you cannot do that, you’re going to
be caught IN A TRAP. They lay these traps for you

EJ Ekker claimed it ALL for HIMSELF when he
came right out and directed Janet Carriger to
ILLEGALLY “change my name for his [RK’s]” on a
number of Mission-related corporations. GLOBAL
ALLIANCE CANNOT EVEN FUNCTION
PROPERLY WITH LESS THAN TWO DIRECTORS.
As the ADVERSARY ALWAYS DOES, HE
HAS SERIOUSLY OVERPLAYED HIS HAND—and
tripped the snare Commander Hatonn set for those
who would gain FOR SELF so very long ago.

SEPTEMBER 26, 2007
TALLANO-ACOP FOUNDATION
DEVELOPMENTS
The de jure Don Esteban Benitez Tallano & Don
Gregorio Madrigal Acop Foundation Inc. continues to
function although it is handicapped by a total lack of
funding as well as the ridiculous antics of the Ekkerbacked de facto (illegitimate) version of this
Foundation. Most of that nonsense was covered in the
April 25 “De Jure vs De Facto” issue but dealing with
this smelly stuff has prevented the Foundation from
focusing on its primary mission.
For example, on July 31 Probe TV here in the
Philippines, apparently invited over by the Ekker
group, conducted interviews with EJ Ekker and the
FIRED attorney, Alejo Estepa. The captions under
their images identified these two as the “Chairman”
and “President” of something called either Foundation
Lacan Tagean (Maharlika) Inc. or Foundation Lacan
Acuna Tagean (Maharlika) Inc.
At the time this Probe TV report was done,
THERE WAS NO SUCH ENTITY IN EXISTENCE
according to the records of the Securities Exchange
Commission. There already existed a Lakan Tagean
Realty & Development Inc., however, and the people
behind it were surprised, to say the least, by the use
of a name deceptively similar to their own, engaged in
an identical field of operations.
Our inquiries to the SEC showed that despite our
previously noted objections to any actions undertaken
by the Ekker group, the SEC received paperwork from
the Ekker group on August 13 proposing to amend the
name of the Foundation! Keep in mind that this was
TWO WEEKS AFTER Probe TV displayed
“Chairman” Ekker and “President” Estepa.
As far as we know, the SEC has not and will not
approve the proposed amendment for name change for
various reasons, not least of which being the objection
of Lakan Tagean Realty & Development Inc. You can
see the response to their complaint from the SEC on
the previous page, referring the complaint to the
Compliance and Enforcement Department for action.
It really SHOULD be a simple matter for the SEC
to prevent usurpers from taking over an existing entity
and the SEC SHOULD be able to make a simple
administrative decision as to who is who, based on
publicly filed records of membership and PROOF OF
QUORUM. Unfortunately, here in the Philippines,
such matters can apparently only now be determined
in Regional Trial Court—or criminal investigation.
Separately, the criminal libel complaint filed by
Cenon C. Marcos and Professor Jaime B. Ramirez
advanced to the stage of “final submissions” to the
Prosecutor’s Office yesterday, September 25. Mr. Ekker
apparently did not show up and neither did his
“Secretary”, also named in the criminal complaint. There
is a rumor that he is sick and if so, we hope he gets well
soon so this case may proceed in court, assuming the
Prosecutor rules that it has prima facie merit.
The National Security Council seems to have
gotten into motion with regard to the seditious
“Philippines Future” document and questions are being
raised over at the Bureau of Immigration.
Is this progress? Well, it certainly is tedious
going through this sorting but in the end, the stage will
be set for the WILL OF THE PEOPLE to prevail.
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)
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You Must AWAKEN to
Create Goodly Change
As you read through the following writing from
seven years ago, and especially with regard to the
Global Alliance Program, you might ask yourself, “So,
what progress has been made since then?” And if you
draw the answer from WITHIN, you just might hear
the response, “What have YOU done for those last
seven years?”
In truth, a great deal of progress has been made
in the area of ELIMINATING PLAUSIBLE
DENIABILITY with regard to the underlying asset. It
is IN USE and many ones have become aware of that
inescapable fact, while some ones have gone to great
lengths to have that fact ignored or ridiculed and the
vast majority have merely slept on. As the snoozers
are discovering, IGNORANCE IS NOT BLISS—while
AWAKENING SURELY COULD BE.
#1 GCH09211
Thu., Sept. 21, 2000, 7:31 A.M., Yr. 14, Day 36
RE: GENERAL COMMENTS ON INTERESTING
AFFAIRS—GCH/D
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
Question to the Philippine authorities: “What are
those things in the sky and are they UFOs?”
Response: “Yes, we have seen them and tracked
them, even on the radar scanners, but we don’t know
if they are UFOs (unidentified flying objects) or not
because we can’t identify them.”
Oh, OK.
Question of more importance: “Why is the
Southeastern Asian ‘sea’ such an important area when
there appears to be nothing there?”
My response? Nothing there? Perhaps you just
haven’t looked closely enough at either our own focus
or the efforts of the New World Order.
Several things bear notice in that Ocean area
where Mr. Cohen (U.S. Sec. of Defense) is demanding
obedience to the World Order, one of which is a
location which holds the very things of the “future”
and a transitional mineral-oil supply which must be
brought within control of the Masters lest they lose the
advantage of maintaining world control. And, don’t
forget us, the “alien visitors”, of whom great myths
and tales have been offered to distract from TRUTH.
BIGGER QUESTION: WHERE IS LEMURIA?
And: Do landmasses rise or orbs tilt enough to
relocate the seas? If you aren’t sure of one how can
you even guess about the other?
Are you lost in the fog of confusion because of
details? INDEED.
Never mind “aliens” watching you for aliens have
been watching YOU for a very, very long time.
And about those little flying “things”. They are

“alien”, of course—but not necessarily “space alien” in
origin or purpose. And remember, life students, stars
nor ships disappear in the daytime—it is only that you
can’t see them.
Continuing daily question: “Why don’t we get our
job done, finished and working right now?”
Because at this point we are MESSENGERS and
only through very low-profile presentation can our
people be allowed to work and interchange AT ALL.
If each reader were injected within the setting you
would see a different world than you expect, for here
in Southeast Asia are nations and peoples in
desperation and political chaos.
When you think it should be a simple thing to
“give away” something wondrous, it is that you have
to certainly think again, very carefully.
In a world undergoing total destabilization by
the Elite Master-criminals a thing that will bring
stability is not very welcome—especially when it is
going to uncover the very criminals themselves.
Furthermore, when people are swamped in poverty
and there is nothing of which to deprive them to make
a point, therefore, terror is the only tool left to the evil
minds to foist off onto the hapless citizens. It is easy
these days of weather manipulation to simply destroy
the crops, drown the people and devastate whole
regions which cannot recover their very life-sustaining
resources.
What did YOU think was meant by “famines”,
“earth changes” and general “apocalypse”? If YOU
are in the middle of a “sea”, which was your rice field,
what might you think of the day’s events? Moreover,
you would be right there with these people in that God
would surely “have deserted”, so surely “Spiritual
Truth” is a poor substitute for a boat of some kind.
MAN WILL GO TOO FAR—HE ALWAYS DOES!
WILL GOD INTERFERE OR EVEN
INTERVENE?
God IS.
Man is given that “free-will” choice of actions in
your world of physical expression. This means
exactly what it says: “FREE WILL”. Interference is
not of the program of even “God’s Plan 2000”.
Intervention is only in the “expressing” of potential
capabilities. These expressions will be in the manner
of a “better way” and, further, an offering of
recognition of potential thought manifestation. In
other words, things will be brought into your
realization—from mind-thought or expression—which
allow a way to REALIZE outcome according to intent
and that manifestation of intent and purpose.
When you search for GOD CREATOR you must
realize that you have SPIRITUAL connection FIRST
and manifestation follows.
Think in terms of the now accepted “100th monkey
theory” wherein without even connections in a
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physical recognition the first monkey washes his
potato and finally across the very islands others evolve
to wash theirs and it becomes a “trait” of those
particular monkeys—or even all primates.
Thought is another “wave” or frequency network
which travels infinitely through the ethers to be picked
up as would be radio frequencies. THIS IS THE
VERY MAKEUP OF MANIFESTATION.
You want ME to give you the MAGIC FORMULA
so you can ascend, exist (in physical form) in a nonphysical environment, and thus and so, eternally. WHY?
What would YOU do running around in an
environment where NOBODY else is physical?
We can make transitions, yes, but why would you
choose to be the only one running around, say, in
Jupiter’s space shell? This “reaction” of human brainprojection needs a lot of thoughtful and creative
consideration, doesn’t it?
What you are looking for is that ability to
TRANSPOSE selves to infinite environments in
choice of “form”. This is a worthy desire but going
about it in the typical human fashion does not produce
that result, but does, in fact, produce the opposite
reality. Evolvement comes through mind growth
OUTSIDE the human compression or limitations. IT IS
THE MIND THAT DOES THE WALKING BEYOND
THE FINGERS IN THE YELLOW PAGES.
It is mind that causes the physical hands to
manifest something for use and this includes food
growth, gold mining, house building and you name
it—as the human needs express.

LEVELS OF REALIZATION.
You will come into realization that a thing, say
gold itself, is not so important in its mineral-metal
state as it is for the potential USE of it in a most
practical “perceived” presentation of “value”, which is
also established through mind and not physical
attribute. You can take a seashell or a rock and
mentally cause it to represent the most precious thing
on the face of the physical world. As an example, you
can take a piece of flint, which was useful for
arrowheads, or a diamond in the raw. Guess which
would have been more precious to the warriors of
native arrow-users.
This is as true about Spiritual TRUTH as it is
about arrows and slingshots. It is NOT the MAN in
the point of a tale, as in “Jesus”, as good example—
IT IS THE CHRIST ASPECT OF MIND THAT IS
THE REALITY. CHRIST PRINCIPLES ARE THE
GUIDELINES OF IMPORTANCE—NOT THE MAN
OR THE CROSS. FREEDOM IS REPRESENTED
IN THIS REALIZATION.
We do not come along and offer something that
has only a purpose of making this little group wealthy
or that little bunch more at peace in the moment of
holding “things”. That is NOT a purpose Creator
would endorse although HE WOULD RESPOND TO
PETITION OF EVEN THAT FOCUSED AND
NARROW INDIVIDUAL NEED—FOR YOU ARE
HIS THOUGHT AND WHAT YOU NEED AND
MANIFEST SIMPLY BECOMES.
What the expression of manifestation and
allowance is “about” is that ability to have that which
has capability of bringing about a revolvement and
establish feasible processes to move out of bondage
and back into a consciousness of freedom potential.
In a physical environment it requires physical
realization even if it has no physical manifestation as
in hard-form. Here you might think “electronic” form
or “hard-copy”.
When you have no base value to which to relate
there is nothing for evaluation of what you have.
However, when the Puppet-Master demands and states
his value system onto you, you become the puppetslave for you have to change the value acceptance or
you can’t ever compete with the illusion foisted off
onto your sensing physical consciousness.
Mankind as a species running about planet Earth
(or anywhere) IS TRAINED. Moreover, you are
trained to NOT THINK but simply to robotically
express whatever you are instructed to be or do. You
don’t have to be “altered” to have an expression of
“altered state” consciousness.
To you who would “awaken” and bring about
goodly change—THAT IS YOUR PURPOSE AND
EXPRESSED REASON FOR PHYSICAL FORM
AT THIS TIME IN EVOLUTION. IN OTHER
WORDS: THIS IS YOUR GAME!
Furthermore, it will manifest EXACTLY as you
choose it to be for in the realm of higher
consciousness is the realization of higher expression of
“creating”. With “Source” (Creator) you hold THE
HIGHER POWER for manifestation for you have all
that IS while the adversary to God Creator can only
use that which is already manifest and YOUR
PHYSICAL FIVE SENSES!
It really shouldn’t be a “battle” at all. Therefore,
when the battle rages it is only within your own mind
for it is only YOUR PERCEPTION of a thing which
gives it meaning—to you.

You are born with soul and knowing of “right”
and “wrong” in a general conceptual sense. So you
can’t even say that you are a “clone” of some kind—
for clones have that same consciousness as from that
original aspect of “original”. Even a mechanical
ROBOT will pick up an electrical sensing “realization”
of intent and purpose from the manufacturers of same,
for programming is but a reflection of the
programmer. Furthermore, in KNOWING your
purpose you will create or clone or program your own
reflection. Never mind physical appearance for that is
but a short physical expression. You will create that
which is a true reflection of your immortal being.

SO WHAT GOES WITH GAIA?
If you refer to “GAIA assets”, as have come to be
valid and now presented, we CAN address that matter.
We CAN, further, discuss all manners of “gaia”
interests—all of which are connected and
interconnected until there is already a hard foundation
structured and waiting realization and actual human
manifestation.
Too hard to think about? It gives you a headache,
when you just want magical answers? Creation and
LIFE don’t work that way—in magical moments of
“rather be”. Moreover, taken out of proper sequence
a thing or action can be lost in value indefinitely.
About all I, for instance, do about that is simply guide
the activities as I CAN so that those involved can
come to SEE and ACCEPT truth as it is offered.
THIS is why all the needs for the adversary to
DISTRACT. Remember that God of Light (Creator)
is the Source of Spirit AND manifestation through and
of that Spirit. The manifested THINGS called
physical are tampered with by the very little physical
consciousness focus.
Is YOUR soul journey determined by how much
gold you glean or hold in your physical lifetime? NO.
It must be determined by your INTENT and purpose
for the gold itself as to SPIRITUAL perception. At
death of the body—all the gold on the globe means
nothing to the dead person’s soul except in
ATTITUDE WITHIN THOUGHT. This is a rather
nasty realization, isn’t it? It is only in HOW YOU USE
THE PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE—RELATIVE TO
INTENT AND POTENTIAL (100% PURE) THAT
DETERMINES THE OUTCOME, AND TO ATTAIN
REALIZATION OF THAT HIGHEST LEVEL OF
INTERCONNECTION WITH CREATOR—YOU
HAVE TO STUMBLE THROUGH THE VARIOUS

IS IT OK, THEN, TO DO NOTHING?
Yes, but that would certainly negate your
wondrous ability to experience in achievement and
growth. If all you do is tag along behind some
nerdnik, it is fine with God, for it is YOUR
EXPERIENCE. Creator is getting HIS experience
from HIS own creative thought projections, one of
which is YOU.
What motivates you? What stops you from
expression? What makes you tick? What
immobilizes you? Whom do you blindly follow or
even talk yourself into being a guide? Are your
actions genuinely and sincerely honorable or do you
move for the convenient course to protect self from
truth of self? All these things make up your journey
in a free-will environment for you can create or
destroy, or anything in-between.
When you pray that another “loses”, you err.
When you ask for that insight or ability to bring
about that which allows all to have progress and
freedom, you are right on track to better ways of
“creating” balance and harmony as a movement
away from “fear” and into “happiness”.
Intelligence (through wise considerations) is what
allows the first movement away from the immobility
and into wise actions. Following a success at such
attempts it is noted you get ever more brave and in
retrospect find that you could actually have
accomplished the same “freedom” without the
immobilization period. So, again: YOU ARE NOT IN
LACK OF ANYTHING EXCEPT IDEAS. Check
your possibilities through ideas and choose a way to
go. It is, however, through the choice of action that
makes the difference in a PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT. Thoughts without actions are fine
if you write them for other realizations, or actually you
are only playing games with self. “FAITH
WITHOUT WORKS IS...” Where do YOU fit?
BUT WHY DO OUR PEOPLE SEEM TO LOSE?
Say what? Now I ask you, students of LIFE, is a
pile of boards and mortar-bricks having more than a
dual walk with God and Hosts through the very reality
of Truth in LIVING? If rental property is lost—is
there actual LOSS? All you need is a place to store
your holdings elsewhere.
I can think of several places to stash that “stuff”
so come on, team, there is only freedom to be gained
through the seemingly endless bondage and assaulting.
Let us say the birds simply “got loose” through a
hole in the cage—what would you do? You might
grieve a bit but you would probably be unable to
recover them again. After the cat has killed the bird
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it is even more difficult to put it together again and
expect it to fly. LIFE GOES ON!
If you need storage space—go put it in Gene’s lower
basement for the interim—for your need for space is so
much lessened these days. INTERIM CHANGE IS
AS EVERYTHING, TEMPORARY AT BEST.
If landlords do not wish to hold WITH you, then
they are in the right to do that which they will and that
is simply the WAY IT IS.
What happens is that the minute things get a
bit tough, the first crew flees the ship to grab as
much as possible for their own purposes. Then
when it gets tougher, more take leave and finally—
when you know that what you are doing is
RIGHT—there will be the support system that
works through one idea after another to allow for
bringing to harvest the planted crop. The ones who
destroy the crops short of fruiting, so be it—THEY
MADE THEIR CHOICES. Don’t you see?
As to farm, etc.? We will meet our commitments
if given time to do so. If not we will meet interim
demands—no more; no less. We will certainly demand
that those who deliberately brought damage and loss
are required to make restitution in some manner.
There is NO WAY our team in Manila can fail,
readers: NO WAY! The program, the product has been
validated and scattered too far and wide to be recalled
under ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. Can it come to bear
the full harvest hoped for? YES INDEED, for through
the very structures conjured for the Elite, we have
based our own foundation and for “them” to secure
themselves they are caused to secure US.
So, what we recognize is “time”-flow. This is
often inconvenient but certainly not impossible.
Low profile of our immediate team is
MANDATORY, for to get this done requires
appropriate parties in participation in THEIR OWN
NATION OR AREA.
The “white eyes” can bring the message or the
“way” but to be acceptable in lands now grown to
despise the “white eyes” the connections must be
through the citizens who want change enough to care
enough to run the race and not just watch the coach
run the race. For one thing, the “white eyes” in this
race have a limited job to accomplish and can assist
but cannot do FOR the ones who must do their share.
Our team has no way to even know who lies and
who is truthful—until after a while into the game.
That does not lessen the work we have presented nor
negate the scattered documents or recognition. We
have built personal recognition of stability and
integrity, stayed out of the political push-pull, and
the rest of the flow can only move with the “river”.
Furthermore, it is a matter of sorting the positive
potential from the dead-end or negative aspects.
What we have will remain valid as a claim in
value for longer than there is a United States of
America. Even if there ceases to be a U.S.A., it will
be called something and the fact will remain that
the debt accepted will be mandatory to all
succeeding entities. Will it be honored? Some of it
shall and much of it won’t—but that will be because
of political mandates, not actual realization. This is
because the BASE upon which the debt is founded is
something that may well “melt” but does not ever go
away and the value established will only vary with
that value assigned it. By its own realization it will
not ever be “non-valuable”, even if disassociated from
paper currency.

Every day this holding’s “VALUE” grows
exponentially and it can’t JUST BE WIPED OUT BY
EDICT OR HUMOR. IT IS.
This does not mean, however, that the Elite won’t
try everything to gain the asset or negate it. It DOES
mean that it is now “established” and its “use”
becomes the larger issue in point.
We have committed to limitations of use but those
with whom we have made agreements have reneged
on theirs but have, in fact, continued to use the
same asset. Wow, now isn’t that interesting? To
negate our holdings they have to uncover their own
criminal activities. Furthermore, in failure to keep
their commitments and agreements, they cancel the
agreed-to limitations in our contract. It is much like
a chess game underway.
The next and most obvious question is always:
What if “they” don’t let you use it or those with
whom you share don’t use it honorably? Again: IT
JUST IS. GOD ALLOWS—MAN AVOWS.
Yes, I have answered some questions prior to their
having been asked in my secretary’s attention. This is
because she also has to choose her way through her
own choices.
[EJ: Editors: please remove the following. For
Ron, especially: all of the above was written prior to
my bringing your email to D’s attention.]
[RK: I believe this was a reference to
connections through to RUSSIA’s highest levels at
the time, so what follows SHOULD NOT BE
REMOVED but rather, focused on from that
perspective. As I recall, the Russian connection
claimed that USE of the asset would rather
immediately lead to all-out WAR.]
There are concerted efforts at MAJOR
confrontations on the old globe as nations pit existence
against one another in an attempt to gain control and
total authority and jurisdiction.
Is Creator just playing games with all of “US”?
In that manifestation itself is a game, yes. In that
“goodness” or “evil” is at issue, NO.
The point in each individual choice or action is
that you must consider your own direction and either
take a (the) step or do NOT. What will happen if
YOU DO NOTHING? What are the potential
POSSIBILITIES for better realization IF YOU ACT
ON WHAT YOU HAVE ACQUIRED? Are you
actually declaring some kind of outright “war”? Well,
that depends upon your own consideration. And by
the way, students, LIFE IS FILLED WITH
CONTRADICTIONS
BECAUSE
OF
INTERPRETATION AND PERCEPTION OF EACH
ISSUE AND EACH INDIVIDUAL.
How will you feel about self, God and nation, if
you have a possible way to make a positive statement
or stand in ACTUAL presentation and DO NOT?
THE GODS ARE NOT CRAZY FOR GOD
REALIZES YOUR INDIVIDUAL POTENTIAL FAR
BETTER THAN ANY OF YOU IN YOUR
EXPERIENCING FORM. YOU PLACE YOUR
OWN LIMITS.
Now, the final question for this writing? What if
you do nothing? (This is for each and every reader.)
Cast the bread upon the water, my friends. Some
bread will go to the good fishes, some to the sharks,
and some will be lost to the water itself. However, if
you want fish to eat you have to use the bait you hold
and that might just be “bread”.
It matters not WHO brings the possible assets to

the attention of any other in such a major opportunity
as is now available—for it will go forth regardless.
And no, there is no way to even monitor the agreed
upon mandates from the earthly level of input once it
falls to the larger predators or controllers. Only MAN
has individual physical potential of goodness vs. evil
and therein is the only place the “Gods might be
considered a bit nuts.” God, however, is NOT
FORCE, and therefore is an equal opportunity
developer.
You can elect to NOT offer input and my team
can withdraw offers—but what are the alternatives?
You KNOW where you are headed without assistance
in this opportunity so wherein lies YOUR own intent
and desire?
My own intent and purpose? To get a remnant
THROUGH a major transition in realization,
consciousness, and ultimately, simply a necessary
species survival. When might that confrontation come
to necessity of facing? NOW. And yes, some need
to make it THROUGH a nuclear war, should that
become the fact of man’s idiotic stupidity. But know,
students of what IS—you have gone far beyond the
old A-bomb of Japan’s experience. You are now into
serious possibilities and, yes indeed, the adversary is
quite capable of devastating the physical environment.
So, what does that “God” expect of you? It
matters not for “that” God Creator KNOWS and does
not “expect”. What do you expect or want of self? It
is NOT a “nation” to consider herein—it is individual
participation in WHAT IS. If you have “opportunity”
to serve, then you really are far out front, aren’t you?
Consideration and points can be debated or argued but
the facts remain that YOU shall decide for self
according to your circumstances. I suggest you get
really attuned to yourself and LISTEN to guidance
instead of macho-showmanship because it can be a
serious impact on your own experience and that of all
those aspects around you.
Move away from the individual “ego-trap” and
trappings and see what contribution you can actually
make; in the conclusion it can only be self in the
answering.
By the way, the Greek [RK: the Russian
connection—NOT “Terry the Greek” familiar to
long-time readers, who transitioned several years
ago] is correct in most considerations, but he is not
correct in his realization of potential possibilities
from a perception yet to be known. He is likewise
a “part” and not the “whole”. In each circumstance
we are both testor and tested. So be it.
As a professor in teaching I must, as with all
teachers, focus on that which serves to give recognition,
training and growth to my students who serve in different
circumstances. Therefore I will use that which gives
final graduation in purpose and others must find their
own status and position from the lessons shared. If you
only focus on that which seems a contradiction you have
missed the very purpose of your “education”.
If you make no effort to change in a better
direction, then expect the full extent of that which has
been projected as your outcome for what is expected
will be that which comes to present. But remember,
it does NOT “have” to be so.
It is like arguing over what to call “me”. It
matters not in the least iota.
I AM, and further, that is sufficient. If you don’t
understand it now—you will!
dharma
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GAIA Plan So GOOD
That It Ends Corruption
The following is an excerpt from the second
writing of September 21, 2000, selected for its
emphasis on the merits of the GAIA Program. All the
GRABBING, you see, has eliminated any plausible
deniability of the existence and validity of the
underlying asset. We THANK the adversarial forces
for their efforts in this regard.
#2 PFC09212
Thu., Sep. 21, 2000, 12:07 P.M., Yr. 14, Day 36
RE: CONSPIRACIES & CONTROVERSIES—GCH/D
… Since my secretary’s work brings her to Manila
and thus our focus must be also primarily a focus in
this location, we center our attention here. Why this
is necessary will become more and more evident as
the puzzle pieces and players become more easily
recognized. This neither means stoppage of input on
work elsewhere but does mean that we move forward
HERE and the outflow can extend onward.
What we are unfolding is the REMOVAL of
“plausible denial” of that which we bring and
share—at one of the centers or hub of the program
itself as established by this currently active New
World Order fragment. There are many factions in
the “opposition” as well as “opposition” to the
program itself.
[RK: It can no longer be DENIED that the
Global Alliance asset is real because it is IN USE
and it also can no longer be denied that those in
power KNEW it to be real and yet, would not avail
of its use despite the fact that the people have
suffered enormously as a result. THE CORRECT
QUESTION for any central bank to ask of the
United States Treasury is simply: “DO YOU HAVE
ANY OBJECTION TO THE USE OF THIS AS
BANKING RESERVES?” There is no motivation to
ask the question and so they continue to IGNORE
the reality of the Global Aliiance asset FOR AS
LONG AS THEY CAN.]
We are not here to argue or even debate our own
program, or that which is our own asset acquisition for
use. It IS and that is sufficient for consideration.
However, to move further in use thereof you have to see
who are the players and for what purpose they serve
either themselves or their nation or their controllers.
First man had to be brought to uselessness in his
own limited capacity to strive for and maintain that
which is luxury to his sensing self. Then corruption is
offered in order to keep the individual in a state of either
self-corrupt intent or in, at the least, a position to be
blackmailed. Any of these self-needs are sufficient to
put down whole societies as people try to maintain
that power and wealth-status, or to gain same.
Could nations accomplish this “better economic
way” by themselves and without need of our
instruments and plan? Yes and No. Yes, they
could establish a “way” to “sort of” bring into

some form a method of currency evaluation—but
NO, there is no leverage within the system
established to network the globe OR to have impact
on the supreme player.
Moreover, since our portion of the program itself
resides with the developing country as to the program
or holdings themselves, why NOT share the strength
of the program itself along with its wealth and
potential?
[RK: Why won’t they work with the Global
Alliance asset? On October 2, 2000 Doris Ekker
wrote: “Over here it actually is not that the
instruments are not good—they are so good that
the FEAR, it turns out, is that we will somehow
pay the IMF debt off and the corrupted employees
who suck in billions a year on that debt interest
payment will be off the payroll. I kid you not.”]
The countries in point of use of our GAIA
instruments are simply securing themselves, and also
PROTECTING THEMSELVES at the same time from
currency destroyers. All save some 20% of one half
which goes back into the Alliance itself to be drawn
from by the individual nation or other nations in the
association—but based on value, without usury and
without ultimate destruction or devastation of the users
of the assistance.
[RK: Under the GAIA Program, 90% of all
funding accomplished within any particular
jurisdiction—inclusive of GAIA’s 50%—remains
within that jurisdiction. If the Philippines availed
itself of, say, $40 billion, a Deed of Assignment for
$100 billion could be emitted (allowing for the
acquisition of $100 billion of physical gold collateral
sufficient to establish two equal lines of credit of $40
billion—one for the Philippines and the other for
Global Alliance). Only 20% of Global Alliance’s
half, or $8 billion, would be used in other
jurisdictions. The rest would remain within the
Philippines for projects here.]
What is structured on the globe today is a
BASELESS “idea” which destroys all potential of
recovery of any “borrower” from the international
funds made available. Worse, when there are more
than one vying for control of a given nation you have
real problems, and that is taking place in vivid color
right in the Philippines TODAY.
The IMF, for instance, comes along and offers
funding according to ITS perception or calculations of
payback and ability to meet interest payments—along
with a bunch of rules and regulations. One
requirement of the Philippines to get a tranche of
funds currently in argument is to have the Philippine
National Bank be privatized. So, fine, Mr. Tan agreed
to buy it. Ah, but Mr. Tan failed to meet the
requirements so the IMF loan is “off” and the cost to
the government is massive. Now all Mr. Tan has to
do is wait for the next forced sale of that bank—AT
A FAR LOWER PRICE—and go right in and grab it.
That is simply “good business”, people. Moreover, he
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has been set up for the fall and he just didn’t fall over
dead. The game is only just begun and you can count
on it.
Do WE want PNB? Do we want an airline? Do
we want into the fray? GOOD GRIEF, NO. NONE
OF THE ABOVE.
Neither do we want any political interchange
[RK: Note to EJ—that includes POLITICAL
INTERFERENCE], except as friends of the people
themselves, in any country. Political change is up
to the people and holds no wish for involvement
from any of us. We offer what could help the
citizens regain some of their precious realizations and,
frankly, a hope and plan for some modicum of
FREEDOM in livelihood and community.
Our people, however, have both desire and right to
live equally well and in freedom of choice and also
livelihood! It is called SOVEREIGNTY. In addition
a major intent is to serve those Native Americans who
were abused and misused from the takeover of their
sovereign nation of the Americas.
Is this because they are somehow BETTER or
“more equal”? No, but it is because they ARE equal
“under God” and justice must become as self-evident
as that man is created in basic equality.
Why America, as in U.S.A.? Well, it is NOT
“just” U.S.A. but the facts are that the opportunity
itself is a product of the United States of America—
called Treasury “debt” assumed by and through the
united States of America and ratified by the Congress
thereof along with becoming due and payable through
the Federal Reserve “System”, inclusive of that old
now infamous International Monetary Fund who pays
the salaries of the ones who RUN THE U.S.A.
We make no expectation for exceptional treatment
of such as China or Russia or little Brunei—OR THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. Facts are, the
(u)nited States of America have been given as
recipients 48% of 50% of the value of the asset
itself for the claiming. The work outside the United
States mainland was a REQUIREMENT of the
corporate New World Order.
If you think GOD has some preference of the
white race over the red race or the golden, brown,
black or greenish-purple people—WRONG! GOD IS
LIGHT—NOT “WHITE”. Moreover, equality does
not mean that some races are more “equal” than
others. That is a tampering nastiness of man himself.
So, what prevents some from simply taking the
loot and running? Nothing—except God and
Hosts. It just isn’t working out too successfully for
those who grab and run while scamming, conning
and lying their way down that primrose pathway to
self-greed. It just isn’t working out well for them
and the more they grab, deny, defile and mock—
the more realized becomes the fact of the proposal
itself. …
[END QUOTING]
So, HERE WE ARE. Seven years after the date of
this writing, anyone who looks into this matter can
KNOW there’s “something to” the GAIA Program.
Mr. Ekker’s GRAB for all Mission-related
corporations and assets are icing on the cake because
in overplaying his hand to the extent of ILLEGAL and
CRIMINAL conduct, he has set things up for reestablishment of proper control over the Program.
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)
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‘Old’ Meetings Contain

Priceless Information
This “article” is the painstaking transcription of
a meeting with Commander Hatonn in Tehachapi,
California fourteen years ago.
Many, many hours of work go into a transcription
like this and I would like to acknowledge beloved
NICKY for her efforts despite having to deal with a
leaking roof and other exigencies of daily existence.
Her heart bursts with gratitude to be “allowed” to do
this work and SHARE FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL.
Thank you, Nicky, on behalf of all who might benefit
from your sincere contribution.
An excerpt from Tape 1a was already included on
page 6 of this issue, in which GCH admonished: “IF
YOU HAVE TO HAVE IT ALL—to be a ‘big shot’—
you’re going to be very, very sorry.”
Further along in this meeting, as Commander
Hatonn opened things up for questions and answers,
some very important spiritual matters were addressed,
so find a quiet moment, sit back and IMBIBE from the
spiritual fountain that sustains us all.
931009-2b
[GCH:] Don’t let all these stories that are thrust
at you—GOD wouldn’t this and GOD wouldn’t that—
GOD WILL DO EXACTLY WHAT HE WANTS TO
DO! KNOW IT! Without your limitations—YOUR
limitations limit YOU and YOU limit what God may
do through you.
I don’t know about all the rest of you in this room
but Dharma intends to MAKE IT. So maybe she’s not
a bad one to trip along after. You get far enough
along, you UNDERSTAND this mechanism, and
FAILURE is not among your favorite words.
We are going to have energy ABUNDANTLY
and in the creating of this energy we will also
SHIELD abundantly. And it all comes from the same
simple source of cellular LIFE in LIGHT. Sounds
pretty complicated. It is until you understand it and
it is so simple that you cannot find those little
FRAGMENTS to hook them up because you
complicate everything. That’s fine, the time is not at
hand. But, I’m going to say NOW in wrapping this
up: Whether you like it, don’t like it, deny it, turn
away from it—and each one makes that decision—it’s
not mine. You don’t say, “Oh, hey, Hatonn…” You
can say to Hatonn, “Hey, buddy, count me IN.” It’s
still between YOU big guys. I’m the messenger.
I had a petition from one whose family is missing
in India: would I tell them——is there death or is
there still living? It’s very, very hard for me to
respond as I have to. I cannot tell them—I am not a
fortune teller. Dharma is accused and edicted in a
court of law that she is me. Now, supposing these lips
say, “Sabu is alive.” That may give some measure of
relief. Supposing these lips say, “Sabu is dead.” The
hope is gone, the prayers are gone. Why would I do
that? Because always as long as you are connected to
GOD—THERE IS HOPE! Hope. Stranger things
have happened, haven’t they, as they unearth a child

after a week. Don’t limit God by limiting your own
hope mechanism.
My journey here is not for fortune telling, not for
causing her to be a psychic. There are great and
gifted ones with insight—Maya here, Maya is
ATTUNED to that as, as a, a GIFT. Dharma is a
writer. And understand that I understand why these
petitions come to her, simply because that is your way
of knowing they GET TO ME. But if I respond
through her then we have put it on a very human
level. I will also do that often because I know that
ones are not hearing, because you’re focused on
getting your response from where you sent the
message. And sometimes it is nothing more and I
know that many, many ones write because early on I
said sit down and write it and if you have no place to
send it, send it to ME—because in the WRITING of
it you have looked at it. And in THOSE
INSTRUCTIONS TO YOURSELF you have the
resolution. Don’t undersell yourselves. You are the
reflection of GOD and YOU WOULD NOT BE
HERE TO SERVE NOW were you not worthy and
accepted in that capacity—even if you do not know
yet what it is. When the time is at hand—you will
know. And for some it may never materialize. That
depends on YOU and what you WANT to happen. I,
like all your other brothers and sisters in here, want you
to want—the same—the same goal. That’s unrealistic.
Every individual has its own metamorphosis.
Tell me…
[EJ:] Would you like another tape?
[GCH:] No—unless we’re going to get some
questions. [Pause, someone says, “I have—.”] Then
let’s let him change it.
[EJ:] Uh, Paul go ahead, QUICKLY.
[PL:] Uh, you’ve got time on the tape—OK.
[EJ:] Let’s try.
[PL:] Look, Commander, when you talk about
becoming one with GOD and the Creation, are you
talking objectively? Like two, there are actually two
objects, uh, me and you, that are distinct, separate
beings now, that become one?
[GCH:] NO. [sounds like a break in the
recording, then laughter]
[PL:] Um, the reason I’m asking that is because
I, I, I find myself often, in speaking of, objectively, as
if we were separate and therefore the idea of—even
the idea of BECOMING One carries the idea of, to me
of, of not yet attaining, of having, uh, to ARRIVE, uh,
one’s in one place and one’s in another place and, and
the two have to get into the SAME place. And
therefore it’s, it, it SOUNDS objective and yet it, it
seems to me that it must be the subjective under it
where we’re already ONE. GOD IS ONE. THE
CREATION IS ONE.
[GCH:] Keep going, you’re doing fine. [laughter]
[PL:] Um, and if, if, um, if GOD and the Creation
are one, then I can assume that God and the Creation
is inherently and perfectly SUBJECTIVE rather than
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OBJECTIVE. [baby cries]
[GCH:] Well, it becomes BOTH, just as you have
gone through this rigamarole. There are different
ROLES to be played, different EXPRESSIONS and
experiences to be GONE THROUGH.
[PL:] Yes, but is that not IN the OBJECTIVE
REALM?
[GCH:] Well, we could talk objective/subjective,
you know, and, and NEVER come into a oneness with
the concept because the TWO do not REALLY merge
and what you’re asking is something that says, “It’s
either-OR.”
[PL:] No, I, no, I, maybe I sound like I am but
I, I don’t think it’s either-or. I think the one comes
out of the other.
[GCH:] It DOES.
[PL:] I think the objective comes OUT of the
subjective.
[GCH:] The entirety of everything is the ALLness of it. Now where you get into a BOGGLE is
trying to make some kind of SENSE out of this
EXPERIENCE. And when you try to figure out the
EXPERIENCE of a physical expression on a given
planet, is where you go into trouble because you have
to WASH THAT OUT before you can be ONE with
Creator and KNOW this was an ILLUSION of an
experiencing/expressing Creator. And within the
CREATION there is only ALL-ness when God
CREATOR is expressing as Creation also. So this is
highly, highly complicated in its perception to HUMAN
consciousness because your CONSCIOUSNESS is all
of THIS that appears to be but is only a MEMORY
the moment that you—in the moment of experience it
becomes the memory, you see.
[PL:] So, then everything in the objective realm
is MEMORY.
[GCH:] Right—THOUGHT. It is the thought
expression projected, manifested by GOD. So, Where
ARE you? WHERE ARE YOU? You ain’t HERE.
[laughter]
[PL:] You’ve got to be PRIOR to that—to ALL
of that.
[GCH:] You’re also AFTER that, aren’t you.
And you’re not HERE now. Well, you try to explain
that to… [laughter, someone says, “… answer the
question, ‘Who ARE you?’”]
[GUEST:] I have a question.
[GCH:] Lets hear it, I’m tired of that one.
[laughter] If yours is, is like that, I, you know.
[GUEST:] It is but it’s a little bit different. My
question is this, uh: Can you correct me—um, uh,
something which you wrote which said that, uh,
“Dispersion of an entity’s physical body—by nuclear
blast affects the spirit PART and, or, and/or SCARS it.”
[GCH:] Yes.
[GUEST:] For ETERNITY. Is that correct?
[GCH:] It doesn’t necessarily have to be
throughout ALL eternity, but yes, and …
[GUEST:] Of, a, a scarring nature upon the spiritsoul entity?
[GCH:] Damaging, yes. Does that make …
[GUEST:] For at least for a period or a blocked
period. And if that be true then, eh, ah, to have any,
even one spirit-entity soul fragment of God reflectionLIGHT be harmed in such MANNER, uh, nuclear
blast and so forth, would be kind of like, uh, in MY
eyes, personally, letting, uh, the enemy’s darkest
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forces WIN by doing the scarring of a soul-entity
because death by any other means, might—to my
knowledge of reading and so forth—is not harmful
except for the nuclear blast, right?
[GCH:] No, there are other things, too, but
nuclear blast is what you can RELATE to. What
we’re talking about—and maybe it’ll make it a little
more SIMPLE to consider in your thinking process:
There are other things that are more DAMAGING or
more DISPERSING to the energy form that is your
SOUL. Now, we have to go BACK to this being
ILLUSION. So, what have you basically done?
This one always gets me in trouble when I say,
“Alright, let’s assume you now are GOD,” and yet
there’s NO OTHER WAY to express this particular
thought: YOU ARE NOW GOD. God THINKS—
THINKS—you and you become manifest. Now
where is this thought going to EXPERIENCE that is
now manifest? Well, if it is in a CONSCIOUSNESS
it’s going to be in basically a PHYSICAL realm,
where CONSCIOUSNESS can perceive and make
choices. So this becomes the soul-growing-lesson
phase of God’s EXPRESSION. Have I CREATED
myself out there into a situation that I can
PROPERLY control through the LAWS—ALSO
structured—and become working creation?
Particle beam blasts will disperse that SOUL
energy, if it is drawn from prana energy which is life
RESOURCE—everything around you. ALWAYS
when you are getting into these massive subjects of,
“Who am I? Who is GOD?”—you have to stop
thinking in terms of ANYTHING that you recognize
around you.
You are talking now about WHAT IS GOD. And
GOD IS LIGHT——FOCUSED. There’s no, even,
you know, there’s no REALLY going out and coming
back. There is the PERCEPTION of going away from
and coming back, that is the life-perception cycle.
What is actually happening is, you are going
NOWHERE, everything is going like this:
constricting, compressing, expanding. God is
BREATHING, lets say. So, you will FIND an
EXPRESSION in which to EXPERIENCE.
Obviously, you want to experience something that
ones around here are experiencing or you would be in
Lower Slobovia today. You might not think that an
alternative but you see EVERYTHING is an
alternative, your next BREATH is an alternative. So
when we talk about the damage to the soul, you also
have to understand that in the manifestation or the
CONDENSING of this energy form—let’s get into
physics. This always makes Dr. Young moan, groan
and, “Oh, GOODNESS, he’s going to get into physics
and—nobody ever tells it like THAT.”
[laughter, someone says, “It’s ok, he left”—more
laughter]
He knew I was going to get into physics.
[laughter] You are about six ounces—YOU. That’ll
be a relief to all of you always on a diet. [laughter,
someone says, “Just tell me WHERE”—more
laughter]
Well, after you have a baby there is a bit more—
you know, you’re feeding two. [more background
comments, unintelligible]
But there is legitimately a way to measure that—
at death—if you could measure body, you would find
it to be approximately six ounces lighter after the spirit

has withdrawn. So you literally have a traveling,
pulsing, living energy form.
Now do you really GO anywhere? No. You will
STUDY all of this that is manifest AROUND you for
awhile. You MAY sever that cord and go home. You
may travel around for awhile. Once that energy form
is SEVERED from the body, RARELY, rarely will it
take a presence in it again. For that reason, MANY
won’t let go of that body for quite awhile just in case
you change your mind. And depending on the
LEVEL of your PROGRESSION and understanding
and KNOWING, is how attached you will be to that
physical FORM. Most of YOU would be very happy
to cut out—just, “Well, I remember now and that’s
enough.” But you won’t do that because of the
responsibility accepted by that energy form to help
OTHER fragments—also, EQUALLY, little
manifestations beginning their journey—so that God
can express in His THOUGHT.
Now, what happens? You have six ounces, give
or take a little, floating around integrated with ALL
THAT IS. So you are now a part of that magnificent
ALL. But it still has direction, it still has identity, it
still has its DNA IMPRINT—in each energy
MOLECULE, each energy ATOM of YOU there is
blueprint. Prana energy under FORCE can cause a
chain reaction that will BLOW APART your
ENERGY FORM. That does not mean it cannot
reassemble because you cannot—you cannot destroy.
You are like a hologram: you blow up a
hologram, each PARTICLE will bear your blueprint or
the blueprint of that whole that you were visualizing.
NUCLEAR blast will SEVER—very frequently,
SEVER—parts of your genetic BLUEPRINT. Does
that mean that it cannot recover? If it is ALONE out
here in this mass with nothing for it to—to associate
with of its own SELF, it will drift around—much like
the little mitochondria—until it finds the REST of
itself. And when you have NUCLEAR destruction, it
HURTS you. It treats, it treats the soul very much as
an EXPLOSION of physical form would treat the
body: it blows it apart. And it sometimes just takes
infinite, infinite amounts of experience for it to reassemble. CAN it be reassembled? Of course,
because with Creator form it WILL be. But part of
the experience is to allow that to RE-FIND itself.
Now, you’re talking a long time, but I want to tell
you: in infinity there IS a long time, NOT AS LONG
AS YOU MIGHT THINK FOR ACTIVE
PARTICIPATION—BECAUSE THERE WILL
ALWAYS COME AFTER THE MYRIAD CYCLES
A PERIOD OF VOIDANCE where expression has
gone out there and it will pause, before it returns
completely back, within itself. And in that time of
voidance there will be rest—of ALL. Maybe you’ll
call it re-creation, maybe you’ll call it sleep. But
everything in a moment of time—or perceived time—
will REST.
It IS the reason for the downfall of civilizations.
Nuclear holocaust will always bring a finalizing of
the play. Now why would that be? That is because
it’s bad enough when man learns to create LIFE. You
can now create and duplicate. You cannot breathe life
into what you duplicate but it’s close enough that if it
can rise above its programming it can REGAIN ITS
BREATH OF LIFE, its SOUL expression. When man
can CREATE DEATH, it’s unacceptable—and you’ve

been able to do it. When you can create the
destruction of SOUL ENERGY, you damage GOD
and it will not be allowed. And at THOSE times
we mop-up crew always get sent in.
[GUEST:] Before or after?
[GCH:] BEFORE …
[GUEST:] Thank you.
[GCH:] so you can be there AFTER.
[GUEST:] I, I can see how that would be
ACCEPTABLE to GOD to have that happen. And the
second part to the question—I didn’t mean to interrupt
you—would be how often on placements does that
HAPPEN? Does it happen very infrequently, often,
sometime, not too often, TOO often …?
[GCH:] OFTEN …
[GUEST:] Too often …
[GCH:] EVERY civilization does it. EVERY
CIVILIZATION does it! You have a larger cycle
change: you are moving into an INCREDIBLE cycle
change, where, seven years ago—you’re into the
seventh year, actually—you literally, Mother became
a breathing, thinking entity of her own right. You
have—I, this—and I’m going to sound like, you
know, one of these——.
You, GOD prepares a place. Actually, you
prepare it for self. And there IS A PLACE—and
you will very much perceive it to be a duplicate of
what you have here on which to express, because
you see, you are in a cycle that many of you will
not change energy FORMS. You’re working to
make that transition in some kind of recognizable
FORM. That’s an experience that you want to do.
It also means that you are—as guides and leaders,
etc.—moving into an area where you must also be
the leader—the teacher. And you must have some
of that same FORM recognized by your
STUDENTS, if you will. This is—I’m trying to
make it simplistic, please understand that.
[GUEST:] Thanks.
[GCH:] And this is the transition point at
which YOU’VE arrived—in this expression. Don’t
for ONE MINUTE think this is your only expression.
You’re OLD HANDS! You would’ve thought you’d
LEARNED by now. And the facts are, you DID.
And the follow-on to those facts are something that
bothers you—and bothers you and bothers you—
because at some level you KNOW. And yet you are
TRAINED and you are accepting a ROLE in which
you must consider that that could not be, that far-out
thought on my part. I must not somehow consider
myself GOD to the, to the POINT that I think I can
CONTROL these things—because once you KNOW
that that is true, you have a tendency to WIPE OUT.
YOU’RE THERE. It’s OVER. There’s no POINT
in any of this other MISERY going on. And when
you came back this time, you of the COMMAND
came back KNOWING that you knew and agreeing
not to DO THAT: not to bring damage, not to bring
instant gratification.
It is very, very HARD for me to watch YOU
ones—who LITERALLY have been MY teachers—
going through some of the CONSCIOUS confusion
and agony that I know I could fix. Just like the
mother and father, I don’t want my children to blunder
out there in front of that train, it’s going to HURT
them! And yet my JOB is to teach you not to GO in
front of the train or at the LEAST get out of the WAY
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of it. So, you are EXPRESSING. You’re NOT
young, new souls.
These babies are not young, new souls and they
KNOW it—and they’ll make you dance a jig
[laughter] before they succumb to that FINAL
CURTAIN that you always pull down over them, so
that they cannot MAKE their journey. And yet, the
largest error that all parents make is in ALSO coming
to the realization that they ARE KNOWING and let
them become little BRATS with no discipline—
because let me tell you, for every little, good angel on
their shoulder, you’ve got forty-seven over here: “Go
ahead and do it, it’ll really tick her off.” I give up.
“I’m going to stomp that cat ... I’m going to squash
that bird...”
A child has to GROW, but you cannot have
invisible angels running your WORLD. You’ve got to
do it. There had to be the physical expression on
YOUR PLACE—to do the physical work. It all may
be in the SPIRIT as far as what you are efforting
to accomplish, but confound it, it requires hands
and feet—and you’re “it”. All these other ones
around you are experiencing in the PHYSICAL.
And if you can do it, you can show your brother
the way. If you just want MIRACLES—and magic—
you have gained nothing. And I know that most of you
get weary and you’d just as soon not gain any more.
But you would not still be here if at some level—you
know, and you wouldn’t miss it for anything.
33’20”-34’46”
[At this point there is an interruption in the flow
occasioned by an extraneous question from an
unidentified individual: “To become a minister in this
church, do you need to go to divinity school or go
through that stuff, or how do you go about doing
that?” I have chosen to exclude this 1’20” diversion
from the transcript for readability.]
34’46”
[GUEST:] Alright, thank you. What I wanted to
ask is, I’ve heard you say many times over again that
nuclear war will be coming, it IS coming, it WILL be
there, it WILL HAPPEN and so forth but [expels
breath] my confusion here is, uh, the “mopping
crews”—I mean, they will come, they are HERE or it
will happen—will it, will it or will it not? I’m not,
I’m not exactly sure.
[GCH:] Nuclear war?
[GUEST:] Yes.
[GCH:] The way you’re headed in the, in the
hierarchy of the world, you are marching along,
number one, to the prophecies. Uh, Dharma may not
remember specifically your letter. I do. And that was
a very humble question and I’m glad that you would
speak up and ask that question again.
[GUEST:] Thank you.
[GCH:] I am not a psychic. I’m not going to tell
your fortune and yet I make a statement that says you
are GOING to have a nuclear war. Why do I think
you are going to have a nuclear war? Because I see
no SIGNS of it being OTHERWISE and you are ON
THE RAGGED EDGE OF IT NOW.
When YOU, when and IF you rise up in the
United States and say, “I will not TAKE a Russian
[RK: Bolshevik/Neocon] hierarchy. I will not TAKE
an ANTICHRIST as MY leader.” That’s one thing—
put that aside. You are structured so that every
radical, extremist nation—and of course the nation is

not “nations with LEADERS”—having been bribed,
promised, GIVEN AWAY, SOLD OUT their people.
When THESE ones come into conflict and you
will see WHY it will be in the Middle East that the
conflict will start, because this is the seat of both the
Anti-christ at this moment AND the CHRIST
perception. It doesn’t matter whether they’re THERE
or not; this is the PERCEPTION. And SOMEONE—
WHEN THE TIME IS ABSOLUTELY
APPROPRIATE AND PROPER—WILL PUSH
THAT BUTTON. And once you have LOOSED
MISSILES—then comes the RESPONSE. You don’t
have even to physically respond. Once they are
released—say, those missiles aimed at you from the
UKRAINE, once out of their HOLDERS—triggers
these over here of yours and they’re going to go. So,
it is just a matter of WILL YOU BE ABLE TO
CHANGE THE THOUGHT travel of the ones who
have this power in their hands? And I see no signs
that it lessens—it worsens.
There WAS a time not too many years ago that
had ones gathered in and gone up and insisted—but I
have to remind you, the Plan 2000 has been in
ACTIVE OPERATION since LONG before the turn
of your century. And I want to put it there because
the BIG first step to this One World controlling order
under literally SATAN’S rule—and I use that as the
total absence of godly behavior, nothing else. I don’t
want to get into moralistic things. I’m talking now
about ones who SAY they do not believe in God, are
basically your adversary if you DO. And when we
speak of GOD, of course the most EVIL monster
SATAN IS A “GOD”. So what are we talking about?
I am talking wholly about the positive LIGHTED
GOD OF CREATION. You see this other GOD over
here cannot CREATE. He can only DESTROY and
MANIPULATE that which has already been created.
So, all ones will come and they’ll play—back and
forth, back and forth. It is now time to come into the
alignment WITH. Are you going to come into the
alignment with CREATOR—regardless of what you
think of His messengers or anything else—or are you
going to continue locked in this illusion of physical
limitations, where you can only deal with the
manipulators and manipulations, whether that be
through cloning, reproduction of human, reproduction
of animal. You cannot be Creator of Life. You can
only be creator of THINGS. [pause]
The BEST thing that you can do for EVERYONE
around including self is to UNDERSTAND that.
Well, you don’t have to understand it. Acknowledge
it, so that it’s always there as you witness and watch
what happens. When you get the players, you get the
picture and you see what’s happening.
And then I’m going to repeat what I’ve said over
and over again and—NOBODY feels Godly enough
to accept the responsibility. ONE energy fragment
could change everything—if you take the POWER.
But you WILL not take the power until you have
GROWN into the responsibility of that power that
you take. That is the difference in GOD
CREATOR and SATANIC HIERARCHY. They
will always get you by FORCE, one way or
another: BRIBERY—TRICKERY—OR FORCE.
God will never do that. Therefore, you’ve got to learn
your lessons. You’ve got to EXPERIENCE what’s
going on. You’ve got to know your enemy—even if

you don’t recognize him. And then one day, you will
take that responsibility and you will say, “Change this
thing.”
[GUEST:] It’s just that, how, how will that
person know?
[GCH:] You will know. You will KNOW.
YOU WILL KNOW. There will just not be a
question of not KNOWING. And until then, you
live your OWN experience in your own expression, as
well as you can WITHIN those concepts, knowing
ALSO that you’re in a bad position. All of you are
because you are the most compassionate of all the
beings expressing. And to think of those children—
this is WHY they can manipulate you—this is WHY
your enemy can manipulate you, because you cannot
leave that starving child in Ethiopia, or Sudan or
Somalia. It, it bears on your soul. And as you make
this journey THROUGH you’re going to have to
KNOW, if they bring down the population of this
planet—WHICH THEY WILL DO—this planet was
created for 500 million beings, walking beings. It will
be reduced in number—if it SURVIVES.
So, KNOWING that, YOU know that you’re
going to have to either succumb also—hopefully to get
away from this experience coming—or you will have
to BLIND YOURSELF and KEEP GOING. ALL of
these ones off to the side, this is—THIS IS THE
LESSON OF NOAH: NOT A BOAT, NOT A
BUNCH OF ANIMALS—they DENIED GOD
when he gave His instructions. It DOESN’T
MATTER what you’re going to go through. It
matters if you can HEAR THE INSTRUCTIONS.
And it was not TIME that Noah and his bunch just
simply learned to express in a higher dimension.
THEY HAD TO DO THEIR PHYSICAL THING,
TOO. And it was no more unrealistic at THAT time
in the evolution of the planet to think there would be
water to wipe them out because once again you would
be TILTING.
You’re going to have WATER where there is
LAND. Water will seek its—you know, it’s going to
run, it’s going to run downhill. And sure, they were
all lined up—just like they’re going to be by the silver
craft—only the silver craft is going to be like
NOAH’S ARK: It’s going to be “out there,
somewhere” and you’re going to have to be able to get
from here, OUT THERE.
Does that mean that all those nice craft will not be
visible? NO, THEY WILL BE VISIBLE—to receive
visible, physical FORM. That means there are going
to be so MANY that they will not be able to get down
here. CAN I get YOU—I, Hatonn, get you
THROUGH that light beam? YES. But the
SERVERS must get THROUGH THE LIGHT
BEAM and be able to function and that impact of
that kind of energy will probably cause MOST
bodies just to transition right there.
So, we have a very physical job to be done and
you’re going to have to do it while all those are
clinging to you now, “TAKE ME, TAKE ME,
TAKE ME!” Have you changed your mind about
the way it is? “No, but I want off of here! And
you’re my mother (my father, my brother, you’re
my friend)! I know, I stomped you and I hurt you
and I sent you to prison, and I cut your throat—
but I changed my MIND now. And you’re Godly,
so you’ve GOTTA take me!” NO. There will be
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no evil brought into the kingdom of GOD. THAT
journey MUST be made into the next expression.
That is the LEVEL OF YOUR GROWTH and if you
have not grown enough yourself to be able to LET
GO and take up your responsibility where it lies, then
you will be here with them. You will not yet have
LEARNED. And unfortunately for ALL OF YOU—
and this is why…
[Tape 2b ends]
931009 3a
[GCH:] The Journals were written and brought
forth were for ones like you. I’m not interested in the
UFO group sitting down there in San Diego trying to
decide whether I’m real or not or Whitley Streiber’s
visions, you know, were—. They were produced right
out of the UNDERGROUND not far from right
HERE. And if you cannot come into the
understanding that has taken place, then you are not
well enough educated and THAT becomes your
responsibility. THAT’S WHY it’s all written down,
not to go make ten billion dollars off of selling books.
I said that from the beginning, this seems to be what
was not understood. The WORD of God is not going
to be your resource. It DOES need to at least pay for
itself because MAN can only seem to appreciate that
which he works for.
[Guest:] I have another question regarding ah, ah,
nuclear subs off the coast. If that, if it takes just a few
MINUTES for all the coastal cities, is there enough
time for evacuation/liftoff or however you may say it
[unintelligible] coastal cities? Uh, those other
[unintelligible] team, crew and so forth? [long pause]
[GCH:] Time is in the perception. I worry about
my crew. You’ll be where you need to be at a given
time. If you pay attention, you’ll know when it’s time
to not be there. If you are perceiving, “Is there time
from the time that a nuclear sub would launch
missiles?”—no, there’s not. And it will not, you
know, regardless of what I want, no. [background
noise, EJ says something about “an extra copy”]
In a way that’s what I’m talking about. This is
part of the de-population plans. On the other hand,
when you are concerned about nuclear subs off the
coast it becomes almost insignificant compared to
what will happen when the coast GOES.
Now, I’ll say this for Tracey. Because there is
PLENTY of evidence on your place of what these
plates are doing underneath you, whether they are man
triggered or, or nature just finally spins itself away.
The lower part of California is going to BREAK
AWAY. This is why I don’t get too CONCERNED
about ones in the family, for instance, in San Diego.
San Diego’s going to drift out there and head North.
Now you may have to SWIM awhile but when THAT
kind of massive upheaval comes, this place will be an
island anyway.
What about ALL THOSE PEOPLE ALONG THE
COAST in Los Angeles, San Francisco? They will go
according to their PRE-FLIGHT TRAINING. If they
have more service to do for GOD, they will be
brought into safety. MY TEAM, because of MY
PROMISE TO THEM, let us take Dharma, MY
PROMISE TO HER—but she has to be mature
enough to understand exactly what I’m saying—we
don’t snatch bodies, but on that DAY of such
UPHEAVAL I’ve got to have my people. And if she
is going to be WORTHLESS TO EVERYBODY
because of her ones over on that coast and “Oh, God
what is happening?”—it will IMMOBILIZE you by
TOTAL FEAR. So, in those times—and I am not
going to write this out and spell it out for you—as you
come into your knowing you will know, accept and

understand this and release it. There are ones there,
THEY need to begin to make their CHOICES. It
is not so imminent that they don’t have to make
them TODAY, they may have to make them by a
day after tomorrow, but at some point you’ve got
to do this anyway. [RK: “Are we ‘there’ yet?”]
What are you going to be when you grow up?
And if you wait until you’ve grown up and died and
never decided, then what, what are we talking about
anyway? So, at some point you’re going to have to
come into the recognition, “Oh my goodness this may
be true, and I’m getting a warning. I better really
begin to consider.” But in exchange for you ones who
SERVE in THOSE TIMES, I’ll bring your people into
safety—if they are kicking, screaming, cursing, every
inch of the way. Unless you understand they have the
right to make their choices and you have the
RESPONSIBILITY to release them. But, because I
know the emotional makeup of the human character
will not allow that to be happening that day. So my
agreement is, I will take them off, I’m gonna take the
children anyway. I don’t care what you think about
it. Now, I cannot put an age limit on that because
there is the recognition which means MATURITY IN
THE CHOOSING. All the children—the little
children—will be taken into security.
Does that mean that all will be taken in physical
form? NO, and you’re going to have to leave that to
God. ALL of YOUR people will be taken aboard into
what I will now classify to you as PHYSICAL
SAFETY. Then OTHER decisions will be made after
the MOMENT because we are working in the
constraints of your TIME PERCEPTION. Doesn’t
matter what mine is, it only matters at that moment
what YOURS is and what YOU perceive must be
done—and this is the experience. And just like
yesterday, it too will become the memory.
Now, what are you going to do with energies you
brought aboard and the memory is that they have not
grown enough to be anywhere. NOW what are you
going to do? YOU are going to have grown enough
to realize they can have other placement—plenty of
places I mean, literally just they won’t even know
what hit them—they’ll just be experiencing at the
same level of growth somewhere.
You’re not locked to this place because of the
inability to have other places, you’re locked to this
place because you have no perception of being
anywhere else. There are myriads—as many as God
needs out there—places to put already experiencing
individuals in their physical form.
[Guest:] There’s another part of the question, I
don’t want to keep anybody over and I want to thank
you for your response ...
[GCH:] Everyone is enjoying this. Anyone who
NEEDS to go certainly may.
[Guest:] Ah, the other part of this, ah, question,
that was in the letter—some of the others would
know—a thought of mine was take up those that, uh,
say aren’t, uh, say, ticket-holders, are doing evil, and
place them on other placements—because my personal
opinion is that surely other people, most people, even
those that are absolutely ignorant, blind, or deaf and
dumb even by choice and even loving every minute of
it—surely, uh, are pliable enough to eventually be,
have at least some insight that more to reality and
perception than they believe. And that they can learn
truth and learn to love truth and, you know, they can,
then can change, let’s say—to just say take up those
who are good or souled beings and, you know,
eventually when we see that, all of the glories that, that
the, ah, hosts and so forth have to offer, they surely will

change their mind and then find them other placements
and let those instructors down here, you know, have
everything——destroy each other eventually and then
come back here after they’re all done.
[GCH:] Well, your perception is very nearly what
happens. The only thing wrong with your perception
is you think that, that has to be done in a human,
physical way.
[Guest:] Ya, that, that’s …
[GCH:] There are no souls lost. There are ZERO
souls lost. When we talk about a mass evacuation, it
may appear to you that many ones are being lost.
There will be no souled beings, no SOULS will be
lost—NONE, zero!
[Guest:] Or, or fragmented?
[GCH:] I can’t promise no fragmentation, that
depends on what happens on Earth, but no SOUL will
be lost, and when you, you’re talking about—get them
off, let them go ahead and explode the world or
whatever—you must know and if you haven’t known
this before, I’m going to repeat it: over two-thirds of the
population of your planet are SOULLESS beings ...
[Guest:] You see way ahead of us.
[GCH:] That should ease your mind considerably.
When you consider that, you know, only a third of
what you see out here is in question at this point. And
those are things you’re going to have to leave to God.
Every soul is attached, every soul is numbered, every
SOUL has nothing to worry about. It will be placed
somewhere else. There was already the period of time
where ones could make that evacuation.
There are very few floating energies and when I
say floating I mean Earth-bound energies—some, yes.
But of the Godly, souled energy forms out there in the
Astral plane, we’ve already evacuated almost all of
them and we can get the rest to move them out of that
danger area, if you explode your atmosphere. Because
NEVER again will it be allowed, even the perception
of the destruction of, say, Maldek.
You move your finger, that motion travels
throughout the Universe. A PLANET in destruction—
especially from a light energy form that explodes it or
causes this intense disintegration of the MASS, as
perceived—leaves a GREAT VOID. That will not
happen in this instance.
If it comes right to the deadline and you are going
to explode this planet, we can evacuate all souled
beings within fifteen minutes of your counting—and
will do so. And that’s why there is such confusion
with Commander Ashtar’s command and my business.
You have brothers from all of your Universe that
is within traveling knowingness here to help you.
Because the only thing going anywhere anyway is that
soul energy. You need a place to park it. And if you
can make it in the physical form you will continue
your journey and all souled beings will be placed at
the level of their progression—in family units. It’s
prepared, it’s ready, it’s waiting. And this is what
God will not allow, and that is the dispersion of soul
energy on such a massive scale.
[Guest:] You’re saying that, uh, that, that in that
case that the soul energy will be, uh, taken up, those
that transition will be taken into place.
[GCH:] Oh, ALWAYS those making transition.
I’m talking about that there will be MANY ones lifted
off IN HUMAN FORM that will MAKE that journey.
[Guest:] I hate to burden you with so many
questions but I have a lot of them …
[GCH:] How are you going to get the answers, if
you don’t burden me? [laughter]
[Guest:] That’s true. That just brought me up a
point: There are two-thirds souls that are six billion
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from the [requests from ones in the audience that the
guest use the mike] there are two-thirds that are
soulless beings, say six billion, that means there are
what, four billion that are soulless? And I’m sure that
a lot of them, you know, around and about that we
see. How is one to know? We just know, we
shouldn’t, we don’t have to, doesn’t matter, don’t
worry about it, doesn’t matter, just curious …
[GCH:] Yes, you have to worry about it. I wish
that I could just say don’t worry about it. And
technically speaking, or casually speaking, don’t worry
about it. You can SEE that you are dealing at a level
of out grown soul—God soulness—in the hierarchy of
these manipulators that would be the anti-God, if you
will. And these ones are bound to Earth, they’re not
going to go anywhere anyway. You know, they are—
this IS their domain, this is their kingdom, this
physical world.
YOU have to bother about them because YOU do
not who they are. And if you lose your compassion
and you say, “Oh, well, get rid of that one anyway,
just blow him away. We don’t need him anymore,
he’s not a souled being anyway.” What has that done
to YOUR soul? You have placed judgment and death
on another BEING that you do not know whether he
lives or dies. So the importance of this is never to
make that judgment.
Now in defending yourself, if that one comes
against you and is going to take your life or the life
of your souled being next to you, you not only have
the right, you have an OBLIGATION to defend self.
And interestingly enough, by the time we get to
having to make some of THOSE choices, you ones
will know how to defend yourselves without
touching a gun. You may not be able to do that
TODAY, but the gun will become your DEATH
KNELL if you rely on it for your security. And so
will thinking that “I can just handle myself according
to Spike training.”
You are going to have to take your power of
control over those energies. They are lesser energies
and I’m telling you, 95% of all them in your, in your
realm—as they come against you—will fit this
category. And the ones who will actually confront
you will go away when you produce God because all
of those who would kill you are living in that
perception that that is alright behavior—and that is not
alright behavior. And therefore, you can know from
this moment forward, you still—no matter what it
appears to you to be—you still have more power than
your enemy, as long as you call upon God in
RIGHTEOUSNESS.
If you are no better than they—“But now I don’t
want them to hurt me”—you’re in bad trouble. But
you can grow into that knowingness that they cannot
touch you, all you have to do is your energy form
pronouncing, “YOU WILL GET THEE FROM ME.”
[PL:] Commander, where did all of this twothirds of our population soulless come from?
[GCH:] Part of them are replicas, part of them are
simply cloned creations of test tubes, uh, MOST of
them are birthed.
[PL:] From …
[GCH:] They have just grown away from their
soul, their soul has departed, that …
[PL:] In other words, they …
[GCH:] That soul has already gone. It’s already
in security. It has left this, this mechanism.
[PL:] What would have been the occasion for
that? Because of …
[GCH:] Any occasion.
[PL:] Choice, freewill, choice I don’t want to be

here?
[GCH:] Being caught in a situation where you are
birthed into a situation where already you have ones
with NO intent toward God at all. They birth another
and another, and so down through the eons of time
you have produced soulless beings.
[PL:] So, are you saying by “birthed”, by the
chain of, uh …
[GCH:] Procreation.
[PL:] Are you saying by a being who had a soul,
say, in a child-abuse home, for example, and doesn’t
see any other way in sight, he want s to leave, the soul
body stays and soul goes …
[GCH:] Well, that sometime happens, but SOUL
goes.
[End of Tape]
Tape 931009 3b
[GCH: ] … what you need to do. But the
ENTICEMENT and this is EXACTLY what the
MAJOR, major battle is.
YOU are an expression of GOD and the ANTIGOD wants you: “Come on over to my team.” And
you’ll get in this human physical shroud and you’ll get
lost. And it’ll look so GOOD over here and this one’s
up here TELLING you in the ear how good it is:
“Don’t go with those frauds”.
“Uh, well, what’s wrong with the frauds?”
“Oh, LOOK AT THEM: CRAZY NUTS.”
“Well, but what are they REALLY doing? What
have I got to lose to go with them?”
“Well, you come on over here I’ll give you a
piece of the BUSINESS and a piece of the ACTION
and I’ll get you a woman or a man,” or whatever it
is that will PULL TO YOUR WEAKNESS. [RK:
Would, say, $30 billion turn your head? Grab for it
and you will LOSE.] And it will always be the EGO!
And if you can experience—especially coming down
from the ALL-KNOWING and EXPERIENCE—YOU
ARE MAKING YOUR GRAVE.
SOMEBODY had to have once been LORD
MICHAEL. SOMEBODY had to have been—
GABRIEL. You see, I’m having to search because
ALL of these are known to you. Many of them
ARE you—polishing off one more facet of that
diamond. I come back to experience because I’m
polishing up my OWN diamond. And I can HELP
you polish YOURS.
Some of you have been my, quote,
SUPERIORS—in other expressions and
experiences like this. GOD WOULD NEVER ASK
YOU TO DO SOMETHING HE HAS NOT
DONE. I can’t EXPLAIN that to you more in your
consciousness than that, simply BECAUSE some of
you may be experiencing NOT in that form. But
when you really run into TROUBLE is when you
have a nice, cute little perfection of a son called
Lucifer. Taught GOD a lesson, too. And yet, without
that NEGATIVE energy there would be no way to
EXPRESS the POSITIVE—and there must be both.
[Guest:] One last one: Well, what more can I do?
I’ll ask another question besides that. [laughter]
[GCH:] You’ll know. You’ll know—and part of
the biggest pain that you will have is trying to figure
it out. I know that.
[Guest:] Yah, it’s very painful.
[GCH:] It’s that SEARCHING within. And it,
you know, you KNOW you could fix it. I, I relate to
you. I relate to ALL of you. You KNOW at a level
beyond even your breath that you could fix it. And
you get so frustrated: “I know and they won’t
listen. I could just SHAKE them and they will not
LISTEN. They won’t HEAR me.” And they

won’t. And you’ll have to move on—through it.
But you will. You will. Ones either move on
through it or they fall away and there is never any
peace again ON the planet for them.
If you come to the realization that your journey
does not INCLUDE this, then you may very WELL
be able to come to peace. Only you will know that.
It’s not for anyone else, it’s not for me. It’s not for
me to say to you: “Do this, do this, do this, do this—
and the door will open.”
I can tell you NOW that except through the
CHRIST expression of GOODNESS—I didn’t say
even PERFECTION. When he SAID TO YOU:
“Except through ME shall ye come into the
Kingdom,” that’s exactly what he meant—not
through a MAN but through CHRIST.
There are ALL sorts of OTHER places you can go
but if you want into the KINGDOM OF GOD you
must take that ROUTE—and that choice is YOURS.
“Well, maybe I would like to just stick around this
old human form awhile longer.” Fine—fine. You
will DO that—even if you transition from THIS place
this DAY, you will DO that. But MOST of you are
tired now—as souls—of learning these lessons: “I’d
like to go express in a higher place of perfection.”
You see, there are a LOT things to do EVEN IN
A HUMANOID FORM that YOU guys, you know,
stick around here thinking this is a great thing. You
haven’t even BEGUN to express in the WONDERS of
the technologies of Creation. You LIMIT yourself
worrying about this human form and this little human
soul. JUST WORRY ABOUT YOURS—and God
will take care of all the rest.
Ones say “How could you do this to the children?
What about all those dying children? HOW COULD
GOD LET THIS HAPPEN?”
God didn’t let ANYTHING happen. Guess where
all those children ARE. I HAVE THEM. YOU
KILLED THEM! God has TROUBLE every now and
then in FORGIVING you, those STUPID things that
you DO. It doesn’t mean that he doesn’t DO it. He
allows you to grow THROUGH it—or you DON’T.
And THOSE are the consequences that MUST come
TO the individual—only the individual—at the moment
of Judgment and transition. And there IS NO ALLKNOWING on this side of the veil. You’re stuck in
THIS side without knowing for sure. You can be
confident, you can TRUST. In your gut you can
KNOW. It’s not your GUT, IT IS YOUR SOURCE.
[Guest:] How can I slip, how can I slip under the
curtain?
[GCH:] THAT IS THE SECRET. [Rick Martin
laughs]
[Guest:] For another time? [light laughter] I
want to thank you very much. I appreciate.
[GCH:] Thank you for ASKING. These are the
LESSONS we’re here for. All the rest is simply
expression. And yet, how can I go and write all of
this and expect ones to UNDERSTAND. So, you
have to start at kindergarten and work up. We’ll get
there. Hold to the truth and there is no way you …
[shrill feedback from the mic]
Making a little noise … [laughter]
May you GO now. I think it’s a good idea.
[laughter and voices saying, “Thanks, Commander!”]
I’m going to end up with a zombie here on my
hands anyway. [light laughter] I appreciate this from
the bottom of your seats. [laughter]
Go in PEACE. YOU’RE CHERISHED.
YOU’RE LOVED. SALU
[Audience:] Salu!
[End transcription]
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Publishing Hiatus
Seems Unavoidable
We are entirely out of funds and production of the
next issue cannot be assured. We have the TRUTH
to offer but apparently there is simply not sufficient
interest to support the work or even the valid, legal
positions. Oh, well.
It is alright. Over the last 15 issues enough solid
information has been provided to undo the actions of
Eddyjo Ekker, King Usurper of the Divine Plan,
whenever sufficient interest is shown.
Accordingly, publication is expected to cease for a
period of time, though hopefully not FOREVER!
Meanwhile, I can still, for now, be reached at the
email address and telephone shown below.
We are “there”. All that remains is for you to choose
the role you will play in the outworking of the Divine
Plan. For my part, I will continue to contribute
100% of my life energies to “The Mission” as put
forth by Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
through his scribe, “Dharma”.
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For some 7 years over 100 Phoenix Journals were
withheld from the public domain never having been
published. We acknowledge Dr. Overholt for his
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be able to offer these Journals “as-is” until such time
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I can blow a bit of wind beneath your wings
but to soar, my friends, you must do so with
your own wings lest it only be “my” flight.
When you want to fly badly enough—you
shall.—GCH 8/10/00 (13-359)

